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RESUMO

Formalmente reconhecida como segunda língua oficial brasileira, a BSL, ou Libras,

conta hoje com muitas aplicações computacionais que integram a comunidade surda nas atividades

cotidianas, oferecendo intérpretes virtuais representados por avatares 3D construídos utilizando

modelos formais que parametrizam as características específicas das línguas de sinais. Estas

aplicações, contudo, ainda consideram expressões faciais como recurso de segundo plano em

uma língua primariamente gestual, ignorando a importância que expressões faciais e emoções

imprimem no contexto da mensagem transmitida. Neste trabalho, a fim de definir um modelo

facial parametrizado para uso em línguas de sinais, um sistema de síntese de expressões faciais

através de um avatar 3D é proposto e um protótipo implementado. Neste sentido, um modelo de

landmarks faciais separado por regiões é definido assim como uma modelagem de expressões

base utilizando as bases faciais AKDEF e JAFEE como referência. Com este sistema é possível

representar expressões complexas utilizando interpolação dos valores de intensidade na animação

geométrica, de forma simplificada utilizando controle por centroides e deslocamento de regiões

independentes no modelo 3D. É proposto ainda uma aplicação de modelo espaço-temporal para

os landmarks faciais, com o objetivo de observar o comportamento e relação dos centroides na

síntese das expressões base definindo quais pontos geométricos são relevantes no processo de

interpolação e animação das expressões. Um sistema de exportação dos dados faciais seguindo

o formato hierárquico utilizado na maioria dos avatares 3D intérpretes de línguas de sinais é

desenvolvido, incentivando a integração em modelos formais computacionais já existentes na

literatura, permitindo ainda a adaptação e alteração de valores e intensidades na representação

das emoções. Assim, os modelos e conceitos apresentados propõe a integração de um modeo

facial para representação de expressões na síntese de sinais oferecendo uma proposta simplificada

e otimizada para aplicação dos recursos em avatares 3D.

Palavras-chave: Avatar 3D, Dados Espaço-Temporal, Libras, Língua de sinais, Expressões Faciais



ABSTRACT

Formally recognized as the second official Brazilian language, BSL, or Libras, today has

many computational applications that integrate the deaf community into daily activities, offering

virtual interpreters represented by 3D avatars built using formal models that parameterize the

specific characteristics of sign languages. These applications, however, still consider facial

expressions as a background feature in a primarily gestural language, ignoring the importance that

facial expressions and emotions imprint on the context of the transmitted message. In this work,

in order to define a parametrized facial model for use in sign languages, a system of synthesis of

facial expressions through a 3D avatar is proposed and a prototype implemented. In this way, a

model of facial landmarks separated by regions is defined as a modeling of base expressions using

the AKDEF and JAFEE facial bases as a reference. With this system it is possible to represent

complex expressions using interpolation of the intensity values in the geometric animation, in

a simplified way using control by centroids and displacement of independent regions in the

3D model. A spatial-temporal model is proposed for the facial landmarks, with the objective

of define the behavior and relation of the centroids in the synthesis of the basic expressions,

pointing out which geometric landmark are relevant in the process of interpolation and animation

of the expressions. A system for exporting facial data following the hierarchical format used in

most avatars 3D sign language interpreters is developed, encouraging the integration in formal

computer models already existent in the literature, also allowing the adaptation and change of

values and intensities in the representation of the emotions. Thus, the models and concepts

presented propose the integration of a facial model to represent expressions in the synthesis of

signals offering a simplified and optimized proposal for the application of the resources in 3D

avatars.

Keywords: 3D Avatar, Spatio-Temporal Data, BSL, Sign Language, Facial Expression
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1 INTRODUCTION

Systems that use virtual environments for information transmission are of fundamental

importance in everyday life (Kacorri, 2015) (Tanaka et al., 2016). A constant concern in this area

is to integrate persons with special needs allowing them to share information with everyone. For

the deaf community, which has its own sign languages, virtual broadcasters representing messages

by symbols and gestures contribute to this group integration into society, providing flexibility and

speed in the transmission of information (Lombardo et al., 2011) (Punchimudiyanse e Meegama,

2015).

Although sign languages have been documented since the 17th century, their practical

definitions and modeling vary locally based on countries legislation (Lombardo et al., 2011)

(Wantroba e Romero, 2015) (Kacorri et al., 2015) (Bento et al., 2014), most of which based

on recent studies. Brazilian Sign Language (BSL), for example, was formalized in 2002 when

research’s involving its parameters and formal definitions gained a positive impulse (Sofiato,

2014).

There are several Sign Languages computational synthesis systems developed around

the world, based on signal synthesis through user interaction (Bento et al., 2014) (Grif e Manueva,

2016) (Kacorri, 2013) (Adhan e Pintavirooj, 2016) (Ratan e Hasler, 2014), (Kacorri et al., 2015).

In general, these synthesis systems use configuration parameters for hand gestures, besides the

body and arms positioning, aiming fidelity between the virtual and the real representations (Ferstl

et al., 2016) (Rieger, 2003). It is possible to observe the predominant lack of facial expressions,

although these features provide message context and define part of the information transmitted

(Elons et al., 2014).

The accurate transmission of a message using sign languages really needs facial

expression as a feeling modifier or as context supplement for the raw gesture information. In this

context, facial expressions are representations of emotions such as joy or anger, or as helpers,

such as questioning expression or irony. According to Neidle et al. (1998), it is remarked that

an addressee in a sign language dialogue tends to look more to the eyes of the partner than to

the hands, reinforcing the importance of facial expressions in the communication. The main

challenge in the representation of facial expressions is the animation of a great number of details,

since a facial deformation, even a small one, can change the message semantics, for example,

from a positive expression of surprise to a negative of fear.

This becomes even more complex when considering the context of virtual environments

where all details should be built aiming at realism and naturalness. In the process of signals

synthesis for sign language, facial details follow models that define features and parameters

(Kacorri e Huenerfauth, 2014) (Kacorri et al., 2015) indicating the position of controllers

associated to joint elements, in addition to modeling the representation of non-manual parameters.

The rendered animations usually have a heavier computational cost related to the face

and hands because it is where the details are concentrated (Wiegand, 2014). This problem is

even greater considering that the face has more independent points that the hand and failure to

get a realistic animation is more perceptible. In addition to displacements in the geometric mesh

features such as textures should be considered beyond the focus on fine detail. Besides enhancing

communication, facial expressions are considered very important in order to a robot or avatar get

accepted by humans (Wantroba e Romero, 2015).

This work proposes and validates a novel parametric model of facial expression applied

to a 3D avatar dedicated to sign language synthesis. A model that parameterizes the face
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mapping features that allow the representation of expressions in a controlled way is relevant for

the complete transmission of the sign language message. The synthesis of facial expressions

can be controlled by understanding the behavior of facial regions, defined by landmarks, along

with geometric animations facilitating the implementation of automatic signal synthesis. 3D

Avatar face is sectored, allowing a finer and more precise control of synthesis contributing to the

implementation of more realistic and relevant animations for a certain expression and message.

Throughout this research, models and methods for spatio-temporal data representation were

proposed and applied, defining a model for the synthesis of basic facial expressions, also allowing

the interpolation of derived expressions. The specific objectives and methodology are presented

in the following sections.

1.1 CHALLENGES AND MOTIVATION

A recurring complicator on systems which use virtual environments is the computational cost,

usually high because of 3D renders requirements. Elements that make these complex calculations

are tied to a number of polygons involved, collisions, textures and effects such as particles or

physical simulation (Azahar et al., 2010) (Streuber et al., 2016). As a consequence, there is a

strong demand for new procedures to optimize the animation and output process. Regarding

simulation of facial expressions in sign language, animation parameters should be considered

and parametrized, opening another research front.

It is fundamental that there is a facial model with well defined computational parameters,

besides a study that explains the behavior of these parameters, where the application of this

model is simplified, encouraging its use in any model that uses spatial hierarchical parameters

in order to define signals and their representations. BSL does not have a computational model

specifically defined for the 3D avatar face that follows sectorized parameters, which would aid

the fine control of the geometric deformations in the representation of emotions during the

transmission of the message, defining which parameters are most relevant in the representation

of the main expressions, allowing local control for each parameter.

Studies on gesture synthesis on 3D space have the immediate impact on the development

of new essential technologies and deserve attention and investment (Han, 2015). In this direction,

systems that use virtual interpreters need a greater focus on the parametrized representation of

facial expressions, which is an indispensable element in the effective transmission of a message

(Hyde et al., 2016). Thus, the main issues in the process of synthesis using avatars is the use of

well-defined parameters in addition to fine detail control in the 3D mesh.

Facial expressions compose a significant part in non-verbal communication and they are

essential for effective Human-Computer Interaction (Xue et al., 2014). According to (Neidle

et al., 1998), a human face is the region with more fine and smaller details. During a conversation

in sign language, the focus of attention is fixed on the partner’s face, relegating hand gestures to

peripheral vision or secondary attention. Otherwise, it could suffer a loss of relevant information

once the face contains less noticeable but important details compared to variation in volume and

timing in spoken languages (Wiegand, 2014).

The main approach of this work is to propose a functional facial model for Brazilian Sign

Language (BSL) 3D animation that considers specific parameters of the face using spatio-temporal

information. BSL has no formal descriptions for a facial model and there are few studies in the

literature where facial landmarks are pointed and associated with basic emotions. This work

aims to model the behavior of facial landmarks and to propose a model where facial expressions

can be generated in an optimized way in order to encourage systems that already use 3D avatars

for the transmission of signals in sign languages to integrate more complex facial expressions.
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1.2 OBJECTIVES AND CONTRIBUTION

The objective of this work it is to define and apply a landmark-based parametrization model of

facial expressions for use in a signal language synthesis system, in order to enhance the animation

process of current systems, which will be integrated in the HCI-SL architecture module (Figure

1.1) that proposes the complete synthesis of BSL through 3D avatars CORE-SL that have mapped

all manual parameters except the face (Iatskiu et al., 2017) (Gonçalves et al., 2015), supporting a

more accurate representation of sign language messages through a 3D avatar. The main facial

points relevant to the expressions representation on a 3D mesh are identified together with their

spatial trajectory when performing animations associated with emotions.

Figure 1.1: HCI-SL architecture module for BSL processing automatic translation and synthesis of the signals

(Iatskiu et al., 2017). The facial parameters and synthesis can be integrated in the output process.

A formal model is proposed with the classification of emotions or expressions character-

istics in BSL as well an optimized process to apply landmarks displacement from regions of the

face in the synthesis of facial emotions.

The specific objective follows:

• Propose a parameterized model for facial representation in BSL.

• The identification of the principal components in the facial regions landmarks deforma-

tion, in order to select the most affected areas in an avatar during the synthesis process in

a virtual environment. This makes possible to generate the interpolation of synthesized

emotions in independent areas, so that the less important components for the synthesis

of facial expression may be discarded, reducing the total computational cost necessary

for the animation.

• Optimization of the animation generation based on the features and parameters involved

in the facial animation of a 3D avatar.

• Exploration of temporal data related to a geometric mesh in order to control and optimize

4D actions of a 3D avatar.

• Validation of the proposed system through a dataset based on interpolation of parameters

and generation of simplified and adapted expressions.
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In Figure1.2 an overview of the complete process is shown. The Facial Parameters

block contains a representation of the facial landmarks on the 3D mesh, obtained from the

MPEG4-FP model and the definition of the regions of interest, as well a representation for

emotions and expressions. The Landmarks Behavior block generates the animation, exporting

the commands as an XML external file mapped as sign language formal models, based on the

neutral expressions over the rigged face. The animation produces movements corresponding to

the landmarks selected by a behavior analysis previously performed on the facial animations

modeled. From this step, it is possible to optimize the process of interpolation of expressions,

through the analysis of the behavior of the landmarks during the movements associated with the

expressions.

Figure 1.2: Overview of the animation process. There are two blocks: the Facial Parameters and the Landmarks

Behavior. The first one has the facial landmarks associated to regions of interest to be animated as well as a

representation for emotions and expressions to be reproduced. The Landmarks behavior is responsible for the

animation generation. The process of simplifying and re-targeting of the coordinates and values of the facial

landmarks are in an independent block because they can be executed externally by changing the textual file referring

to the formal model.

The contributions are the definition of a process to built and synthesize emotions and

expressions in a 3D avatar for BSL systems besides the extraction and use of spatio-temporal

data of facial animation. It’s defined as a facial model that considers simplified landmarks and
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regions for the representation of human base emotions. This formalizes an important element of

the Signal Languages defining a computational facial model for BSL.

1.3 METHODOLOGY

The first step in this research is the investigation on the techniques implemented in virtual

environments for signal synthesis, formal models for avatar facial representation defining

landmarks in a geometric mesh, parametrized ways to categorize and represent these points and

regions. Next, a non-manual model for BSL was developed. The model was constructed aiming

the integration into generic sign language synthesis systems, including data parameters regarding

face, and a parser method.

A 4D data model was defined aiming to classify the extracted information of the

geometric mesh and subsequently optimize the animation process through landmarks displacement

simplification in geometric surfaces. Thus, with the spatio-temporal model applied to the facial

points of interest, it was possible to define the geometric behavior in the synthesis of the

base expressions. Through this process, the facial model will be applied based on the formal

computational models used to define the sign language hand parameters, applying its rules in the

generation of facial animation.

1.4 OUTLINE

The next chapter presents related works, divided into three main areas: Virtual agents as an

interpreter in systems for sign languages representation, facial expressions, and 4D data. These

themes are related in the stage of practical experiments where the 4D modeling will be applied to

the facial model for the synthesis of BSL through a 3D avatar. In Chapter 3 the facial model for

use in Sign Language is defined followed by experiments in order to validate the Landmarks and

proposed parameters.

Chapter 4 presents the system implemented for the extraction of facial data for an external

model approaching the format used in the representation of hand parameters in signal languages.

Next, in Chapter 5, the definitions of the 4D data used for the extraction and behavioral analysis

by trajectories of the synthesis of the facial expressions in the Sign Language environment are

presented. Following, in Chapter 5 is presented the validation and a general discussion of the

experiments and results.

Final considerations, and perspectives for future work, besides the used bibliography

conclude this research.
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2 PREVIOUS WORKS

This chapter aims to explore related research in the areas approached by this work,

which are: 3D avatars for sign languages synthesis, facial parameters, spatio-temporal data, and

animation optimization methods.

These subjects repeatedly intersect in works where the scope involves animation in

virtual environments (Alkawaz e Basori, 2012) (Kocon, 2014) (Kacorri, 2015) (Polys et al.,

2018) (Basawapatna et al., 2018) (Bouzid et al., 2013) . The first sub-section focuses on works

concerning the use of 3D avatars oriented to the representation of sign languages in virtual

environments features used to represent facial expressions and computational representation of

emotions.

2.1 VIRTUAL INTERPRETERS FOR SIGN LANGUAGES.

The use of virtual agents for educational or entertainment systems has increased as well as the

interest by target users (Grif e Manueva, 2016) (Ratan e Hasler, 2014) (Wiegand, 2014) (Polys

et al., 2018). Basawapatna et al. (2018) reinforce the importance of 3D avatars in educational

environments, comparing the impact of more dynamic virtual environments with traditional

concepts in programming teaching. In this direction, systems that use virtual interpreters need a

greater focus on the parameterized representation of facial expressions, which is an indispensable

element in the effective transmission of a message (Hyde et al., 2016). 3D avatars have an

influence on learning, facilitating empathy between those who are watching and the announcer.

Also, humanoid avatars are more relevant in instructional contexts and soft features on the avatar

face would increase the positive impact on a large group of people (Draman e Zeki, 2014) Hada

et al. (2018). Wauck et al. (2018) state that the effect of humanoid avatars is important for the

user’s empathy, although the physical similarity between user and avatar does not influence the

experience itself. One of the ways to synthesize a sign language animation is through graphics

engines which provide physical simulators used in a sign languages dynamic recognition and

representation (Tangsuksant et al., 2014).

Kacorri et al. (2015) applied a questionnaire to users with hearing impairment in order

to evaluate the acceptance of virtual interpreters for the representation of sign language gestures

and their most important features. The importance of these systems has been observed as well

their main weakness was pointed as being the lack of fidelity between the virtual and the real

representations, especially on small details on animations. This is in part due to the lack or weak

representation of facial expressions, since these features provide relevant message context and

intensity modifiers (Elons et al., 2014) (Ratan e Hasler, 2014). Neidle et al. (1998) emphasize

that in a sign language dialogue the addressee tends to look more to the eyes of the partner than

to the hands, reinforcing the importance of facial expressions in the communication.

Computer animation is a sequential rendering of objects usually controlled by physical

and mathematical simulation. Current approaches for obtaining more realistic animations of the

avatars use motion capture or controllers manipulation with tracking of landmarks in videos of

real interpreters or extracting depth coordinates using capture sensors (Bento et al., 2014) (Ahire

et al., 2015) as shown in Figure 2.1. The main challenge of a more realistic virtual animation

relies in the details. A more natural synthesis process demands greater computational cost,

considering specific parameters and controllers, complex geometry mesh and massive calculation.

There are examples of avatars in two dimensions, which require less computational cost but offer
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a more limited level of animations or realism Sahid et al. (2016). There is no sign language

avatar that has animations with fine control of facial expression or animations made with realism

techniques such as rotoscoping.

Figure 2.1: (Ahire et al., 2015) example of a 3D avatar with animations generated by blending or morph target

systems that use controllers to define deformations and spatial position of the geometric mesh.

The avatar motions may be generated by controllers associated with the 3D geometric

mesh using techniques such as Blend Shapes or Morph Targets as well as the tracking of

geometric controllers based on a set of features and classifier cascade (Feng e Prabhakaran, 2016)

(Ahire et al., 2015) (Kacorri, 2015). Some models can use notation based on sign languages,

as Signwriting and HamNoSys, extending them for characteristics of manual signal elements,

using terms such as symmetry, hand position, rotation and location, associated with values of

movements or coordinates among other information (Connan e Moemedi, 2010) (Kaur e Singh,

2015) (Huang e Khan, 2016) as shown in Figure 2.2. These models make a parallel between

sign language representation and their descriptive notations, where symbols are used to represent

the terms and movements used by the speaker (Lombardo et al., 2011). Also, models like those

mentioned typically do not cover facial expressions or give generic parameters defining an entire

expression without covering the face as a set of independent landmarks.

McGowen e Geigel (2016) shown a process to use Facial Motion Capture to generate

automatic new Blend Shapes. This process requires a full rig avatar with predefined parameters to

be bound to controllers used on facial capture process. The input used by the authors was a video

where facial landmarks were tracked and replaced by controllers in the 3D environment. Those

controllers were rigged to a generic avatar which got the motion trajectory coordinates captured.

Synthesis using 3D avatar usually is based on parameterized formal models. These models

provide parameters and values being an essential resource to evaluate or increase an animation

process. In the Soga et al. (2016) work a model for the automatic synthesis of choreographic

dance through an avatar is presented. After that, a formal model was implemented, where parts

of a human body received values based on dance movement parameters. This is similar to those

parameters used in Sign Language synthesis where independent body parts receive coordinates
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or translation values. In general, animation of human characters requires complex calculations

and high computational cost due to the large number of parameters required (Debuchi, 2017).

Human character structure can be represented as a hierarchical transformation of 18

body nodes with 31 Degrees of Freedom (DOF), where Lagrange equations enforce physical

realism in synthesis animation (Jain et al., 2009). Based in the set of body nodes, gravitational

forces can be deduced in addition with the kinetic energy of each body node. This model does

not cover Facial structure, however.

Figure 2.2: Parameters of a Sign, where we can perceive parameters such as symmetry and spatial values (Kaur e

Singh, 2015). This type of parameterization is commonly extended to the whole body in formal models for signal

languages.

Han (2015) develops a conversion system of human movements of a 2D input to a

simplified 3D object output. This is achieved by an orthogonal connection analysis of the points

and the reconstruction of features using 3D primitives. The major effort in this study was

related to analysis and position estimation of each input joint, which gives in an orthographic

plane of view a curve based structure creating a simplified avatar. Thus, it is possible to define

landmarks in an avatar by their extremities, so that a 3D object can track the movements of a

person connecting a reference point and its displacements by traced points of the joints.

An algorithm that extracts a 3D mesh from a representation of splines was implemented

by Zou et al. (2015), where adjacent pairs of vertexes are traced to define the surface of a mesh

structure allowing to perform the geometrical reconstruction, in a process called Skeletonization.

This curve system is commonly used in algorithms which propose automatic rigging of 3D

models, where the curves become controllers that usually assume the midpoint positions between

joints of the model. This technique is also used to define 3D avatar features using the distance

between landmarks and border limits of the object. Another method to construct an animated

avatar is to build a rigging structure, connecting points in the geometric surface to controllers

with defined Blend Shapes(Dailey et al., 2010). Blend Shapes is a prime animation method

(McGowen e Geigel, 2016) where a rigging process is created associating vertexes weights to

controllers. The geometric mesh is deformed using controllers with their associated weights in

order to generate animation outputs.

Modulation in the mouth, eyebrows and other points of interest in the face can change

the meaning of expressions in sign languages, besides details such as displacement and diffuse

changes on virtual environment (Huenerfauth et al., 2011). Some key categories of expressions
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are identified as: Question, used when the sentence is interrogative, Emphasis used to highlight

part of the sentence, Emotion as sadness and joy and Continue when the emitter have paused the

message momentarily (Elons et al., 2014).

The base classes of emotional states used in interactive scenarios are the Positive (joy,

surprise and excited emotions), Neutral (calm and relaxed expressions) and Negative (afraid,

anger and sadness expressions) classes (Alkawaz e Basori, 2012) (Kocon, 2014). Ekman’s model

(Szwoch, 2015) identifies base expressions as Anger, Fear, Sadness, Surprise, and Joy. Other

representations of emotions are identified as a combination and interpolation of basic expressions

also called Plutchick’s Wheel of Emotions (Figure 2.3). Shang et al. (2017) points out the main

three feature descriptors to characterize human faces aspects: Action Unit (AU), commonly

used to analyze facial expressions, Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG), commonly used for

localizing face positions, and Felzenszwalb’s HOG (FHOG), using principal component analysis.

Concepts of some of these techniques will be used in experiments of this work in Chapter 3.

Figure 2.3: Plutchick’s Wheel of Emotions. (Szwoch, 2015). This image relates the base expressions and

interpolations joining intensities of more than one emotion. The model serves to identify possible main interpolations

and their relation to base expressions.
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Facial animations can be generated simulating the reactions of the muscles by anthropo-

metric calculations using edge loops in two techniques: interpolation of shapes and deformation

by controllers (Yamina e Farida, 2012) (Balci, 2004). An animation that uses shape interpolation

involves the construction of a key series where displacements on geometric mesh are calculated in

order to represent a spread deformation based on weight values for each vertex. Using controllers

for facial deformations the visual changes of the geometric mesh are reproduced repositioning

an array of vertexes by a spline controlled by a dummy primitive representing the sequence of

vertices that follow the deformation by varying its intensity by proximity.

A Sparse Representation Classifier algorithm (SRC) can point landmarks like eyes and

cheek from a depth channel (Lv et al., 2015). These process can be achieved using four binary

masks based on distortions of expressions on a gray level image: rigid region (nose), semi-rigid

regions (eye-forehead and cheek) and non-rigid region (mouth). Classification algorithms applied

to faces can define areas with points where distortions are more perceptible. Facial Action

Parameters (FAPs) can be used for emotion recognition and synthesis proposing methods based

on Hidden Markov Models (HMM) for facial landmark cloud extraction (Zhao et al., 2015).

These keys have the same architecture used in the sign language formal models (Kacorri, 2013),

where keys and parameters are set to classify an element, like facial expression or emotion.

One possible approach to optimize the adaptation of the parameters contained in these

3D formal models is to modularize the models in order to apply local changes requiring fewer

resources for each modification, instead of controlling the global model as an unique element.

Krispel et al. (2018) presented a novel scheme to define varying states of a 3D model in a

decoupled, declarative manner using pattern matching, with modular concepts applied to 3D

objects as humanoid avatars but limited to the X3DOM format and Java scripts, which guarantees

good portability but limits on computational cost.

A popular method to define facial landmarks and motion information is Motion Capture,

where actors receive facial rig, usually with the use of electronic points or special markings, in

order to capture coordinates of motion controllers. After that, this information can be used to

animate a digital avatar (Cantwell et al., 2016). The tracked dots and shapes rotation are the base

for blending shapes animation and can be used to synthesize signs. Aitpayev et al. (2016) shown

a model for Static Hand Posture Classification, that uses image processing methods that resemble

motion capture, based on tracking from a video input. Their method defines the corporal structure

in six independent regions: the head, shoulders, neck, torso, hands, and belly. The region of

the head is considered static, serving only as a reference to facilitate the tracking of the hands,

the main focus in their research. The process then consists of observing and classifying shape,

movement, and placement of hands.

The face can be decomposed into specific and independent regions handling the

classification of key points for groups (Lemaire et al., 2011). These models are frequently used

in Facial Expressions Recognition (FER) (Happy e Routray, 2015), where mathematical spatial

models can define, for example, a triangle for eyes and nose, that can be applied to the synthesis

process as well. MPEG-4 Facial Points is a broadly used standard set of points of interest in

the face (Bouzid et al., 2013) (Balci, 2004). It has 84 points mapped on a model with a neutral

expression, including areas such as tongue, lips, teeth, nose, and eyes, with points distributed

along the perimeter of these regions, particularly at the corners. Talbi et al. (2017) uses the

same parameters to define a segmentation model of the face surface in triangles for generation of

automatic facial expressions, where vertices are repositioned simulating a facial expression in a

2D image. This model can be used as a base for setting facial controllers associated with a 3D

geometric mesh, and also supports the use of additional features, such as variations in diffuse or
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bump textures (Jan e Meng, 2015), as well in albedo color representation of the face (Alkawaz e

Basori, 2012).

For the purposes of this research, a well-defined set of landmarks should be used, once

the proposed methods have the main objective of optimizing an emotion synthesis animation.

Points in avatar face need to be mapped and temporally analyzed using methods for geometric

simplification. Table 2.1 shows a linear ordered list of the works presented in this section and the

relation with this thesis.

Table 2.1: Main Facial Parameters Bibliography References

Author Year Consideration

Huenerfauth, Matt et al. 2011 Define facial expression parameters .

Yamina, B. et al. 2012 Presented MPEG-4 facial model.

Bouzid, Y et al. 2013 Shows MPEG-4 parametric use.

Kacorri, Hernisa et al. 2013 Compare facial models for 3D avatars.

Kocon, M. et al. 2014 Define Expressions for Sign Languages.

Elons, A.S. et al. 2014 Define Facial Parameters for Arabic Sign Language.

Bento, J. et al. 2014 Define use of avatar for Portuguese Sign Language.

Mingliang Xue et al. 2014 Presents Facial Parameters based on Depth inputs.

Tangsuksant, W. et al. 2014 Define parameters for American Sign Language.

Kaur, S. et al. 2015 Define use of avatar for Indian Sign language.

Changqing Zou et al. 2015 Shows Skeletonization process for avatar animation.

Shiwen Lv et al. 2015 Presents an Local Region-based facial.

Yong Zhao et al. 2015 Extract a cloud of points from human face.

Jan, A. et al. 2015 Extract facial pattern using texture information.

Szwoch, W. et al. 2015 Presents a Model for Emotions.

Soga, A. et al. 2016 Developed a Body-part Motion Synthesis System.

Aitpayev, K. et al. 2016 Shown an region based method for Sign

Language hand recognition.

Cantwell, B. et al. 2016 Investigate Motion capture for facial landmarks.

McGowen, V. et al. 2016 implements a Blend Shape for Motion Capture.

I. Talbi et al. 2017 Defines a polygonal facial model for generating facial

expressions..

Debuchi, R. 2017 Proposes an easy 3D character animation editor.

Shang, Z. 2017 Evaluate Facial Expression Recognition for interaction

with 3D avatar.

Basawapatna, A. et al. 2018 Reinforces the importance of 3D avatars in

educational environments.

Wauck, H. et al. 2018 Analyze of the Avatar Self-Similarity effect on players.

Polys, N. et al. 2018 Reinforces The value of 3D models and immersive

technology.

Hada, M. et al. 2018 Evaluates how 3D Avatar emotion affects their facial

identification.

Krispel, U. et al. 2018 Present a novel scheme for varying of 3D model states.
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2.2 4D AND SPATIO-TEMPORAL DATA

In order to solve problems such as facial expression optimization, even in a 2D scenario, only

static information such as point-of-interest coordinates in a single state is not enough (Fang

et al., 2011). The sequential information can be used in the process of locating a particular

landmark by comparison of data such as motion, velocity or displacement. Most approaches use

spatio-temporal information to classify facial data (Le et al., 2011) (Yan et al., 2008).

Visualization techniques of four-dimensional geometrical shapes rely on limited projec-

tions into lower dimensions, often hindering the viewer’s ability to grasp the complete structure,

or to access the spatial structure with a natural 3D perspective (Li et al., 2015). In certain

approaches, a modeling of 4D data is not specifically related to a larger number of dimensions but

to the use of elements of virtual reality as augmented reality (Flotyński e Sobociński (2018)). In

(Serban, 2011) a mathematical model is presented to calculate spatio-temporal where, based on a

orthogonal matrix, is considered the number of observations over time and the number of points

of interest. V is the TxT matrix and Ul Vl is the empirical orthogonal function (or the midpoints

of correspondence between the lth values). According to Ngueyep (2014), one approach to model

points within a defined space is calculate the distance between points (si, ji) and its distance in

time (ti - tj) between the actual values (a1 ... an) being validated by a covariance function in a

positive space.

In this case, a 3D object observed in a temporal slice, also called 4D, can be observed

as an geometric object represented continuously as a single mesh representing the trajectory of

all vertices. A Tesseract can show how this data should be represented in a spatial plane, shown

in Figure 2.4, where we can observe in each image the increment of a dimension with the red line

representing the direction of the depth axis. The first image has an edge bounded by two vertices

in one dimension. Extending to two dimensions we can represent objects in a Cartesian plane,

having coordinates for height and width observed by the square with four vertices and four edges.

The same object can be extended to 3 dimensions by adding a depth, o "z" axis, so it is possible to

observe a cube. The fourth dimension is the representation of two 3D cubes, with their connected

vertices, where we can consider as the same 3D cube observed in two simultaneous moments,

the new dimension being the temporal observation.

Different mathematical models for temporal data representation is found in the literature

(Martin Erwig e Güting, 1998) (Lee et al., 2016) (Sikdar, 2017) (Yu e Poger, 2017) (Suheryadi e

Nugroho, 2016). The general definition commonly used for 4D data is for an object observed

temporarily in a defined space. The spatial data type, as well as the temporal environment, define

the specificity’s of the models developed.

Furthermore, the term 4D is used to represent, in some cases, augmented reality features,

the specific representation of lighting and rendering in computer graphics, or geometric models

that extend traditional 3D models by constructing more complex surfaces. In certain fields of

study, the term 4D is also used for data dimensionality, for example in geographic or analytical

data.

For Erwig et al. (1998), Space-Time Objects are the union of a point set in a Euclidean

space and the temporal region observed along its continuous motion. It should be considered

beyond the position in the space of a geometric object its extension, or the region of the movement

and its spatial alteration in the observed window. For the authors, three fundamental abstractions

for the representation of temporal objects are found: a point describes an entity in which location,

is relevant. A curve between points in space, usually represented as a polyline or a spatial

trajectory, describes a movement through space or spatial connections. A region is an abstraction
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Figure 2.4: 4D object representation by a Tesseract object. Following the image: a) is an spline where two vertexes is

connected by an edge, b) is an 2D representation by an square with coordinates x and y, c) is an 3D cube with depth

dimension z and d) is an 4D Tesseract where two 3D cubes are connected by additional edges for all extremities.

for an object where its extension is relevant, for example, a data tree structure, or geometrically, a

sequence of vertices connected by a synthesis context.

According to Oh et al. (2011) 4D is a kind of marketing term, considering that there is

no standard rule or defined representation, for that, being used in different contexts. In movies

the term is used when features using sensations involving smell or physical tremors are added to

enhance the audio-visual experience (Oh et al., 2011) or even adding interaction in 3D movies

(Lee et al., 2016). For Juanes-Méndez et al. (2016) the term 4D represents the union of a 2D

image to 3D object information, merged using augmented reality, in order to increase academic

applications.

Gonçalves (2016) uses the 4D term to represent the motion visualization in a sequential

2D input. Using voxel extraction from a video, the author compares the structural difference in

order to find movement points in a temporal window. In that work the term 4D refers to dynamic

points analyzed temporarily in a known space, resembling the concepts presented by Erwig et al.

(1998) and Xu et al. (2017), adding a region view through voxels.

The term 4D can be used to represent a feature applied to a geometric object such

as light rendering on dynamic faces or non-polygonal geometric surfaces (Chu et al., 2009).

The term Spatio-Temporal is also used to represent different types of data, such as an extended

Database (Martin Erwig e Güting, 1998) where the fields of a Data Table can be increased or

decreased considering the concept of Data Region, as well as visual geographic data (maps or

terrains) observed over a period of time (Sheidin et al., 2017).

Also using the term space-time to represent data, Sikdar (2017) shown a mathematical

model to evaluate the spatial correlation and temporal correlation on geographical points. The

authors propose a method to identify the existence of similar behavior between the use of gas in

houses of the same geographical neighborhood. In Yu e Poger (2017) research, the authors use

the term Spatio-Temporal to represent additional information that considers weight, or relevance,

in fields of a Database based on analysis context.
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For the purpose of this thesis, the term 4D is seen as a temporally observed geometric

point. The idea of Spatio-Temporal Interest Point (STIP) occurs in points where their properties

can be spatially relevant with a distinct location in the time corresponding to moments with

inconstant movement compared to a space-time neighbor (Laptev e Lindeberg, 2003). The

author represents space-time points of interest in a 3D environment where the original signal is

represented by a threshold surface while the detected interest points are presented by 3D objects

as shown in Figure 2.5:

Figure 2.5: STIP (Spatio Temporal Interest Point) detection and rendered in 3D environment. a)Moving Corner; (b)

A merge of a ball and a wall; (c) Collision of two balls; (d) the same as in (c) but using different scales; (Laptev e

Lindeberg, 2003).

Figure 2.5 was obtained through methods to measure the spatio-temporal scale selection

using the spatio-temporal Gaussian Blob algorithm and temporal variance combined with the

Harris Interest Point operator. Then the authors present methods for classifying events using

K-Means clustering of interest points. In order to define a model for a temporal object it is

necessary to consider representations that are computationally traceable, that is, for an arbitrary

temporal function f ∈ φ(α) it is possible to determine the value of f at any time of the domain.

In addition, the domain of φ is restricted to finite points or intervals in the defined time window

(Martin Erwig e Güting, 1998).

(Martin Erwig e Güting, 1998) define a Temporal Object ω, as a set of disjoint and

non-adjacent intervals. Φ is the spatial domain and τ is an type constructor which transform any

given data type α into a type τ(α) witch semantics τ(α) = time → α. In Erwig et al. (1998),

the same author define a representation for spatio-temporal point (τ(point)) and spatio-temporal

region (τ(region)). Assuming that space and time are continuous, a value of type τ(point)
describes a function for a time position, represented by a curve in a three-dimensional space (x, y,

t). A value of type τ(region) is a set of volumes in 3D space, representing a region of motion.
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A type τ(point) and a type τ(region) relates vertexes in a geometric mesh relating a

point in the known space and a volume extracted from the motion region. This concept can be

applied to facial landmarks since their trajectory can also be converted to region volume using

the same methods.

Suheryadi e Nugroho (2016) used Motion Patterns in Spatio-Temporal domain for a

large range in order to detect moving objects. The authors used a video input where each

frame was separated into horizontal and vertical slices by rearranging them into a spatio-

temporal representation by 3D tensor set. From the vertical and horizontal slices of each frame,

pattern recognition algorithms were applied considering points of intersection in the scene and

eliminating the environment noise. In their work the Spatio Temporal term was used to represent

the environment itself in sequential image slices.

According to Maniadakis et al. (2017), emotions affect the human perception of time,

seeming to accelerate when the feeling is positive, as joy, and the opposite to negative ones as

sadness and bored. In order to identify the relation of Emotions in the temporal perception, the

authors used Radial Basis Function Neural Net with the level of positive and negative valence

(happiness and sadness), as well the level of positive/high arousal, followed by the level of

negative/low arousal. The authors further identified that the representation of emotions and their

relation to temporal perception is also affected by the age of the observed person, where young

people tending to be more expressive while older people often express their emotions for a longer

time.

Similarly, Xu et al. (2017) shown methods for recognizing human activities in a

video using Hierarchical Spatio-Temporal Model. The difference between a space-time action

classification and common pattern recognition is that in the temporal domain, there exist strong

time sequence relations between neighboring frames. The authors divide two categories for the

recognition of patterns in human activities: temporal dependencies and spatial dependencies.

In the first case, by analyzing the activity of an individual in a time segment, or a

sequence of frames, it is possible to identify, for example, if a person is drinking something

or filling a glass, tracing the movements of his arm. By the other side, in order to identify a

spatial dependency it is necessary to trace elements that interact with the individual in order

to recognize, for example, if one person is hugging another or pushing. In order to point out

temporal dependencies, algorithms such as Hidden Markov Models or Conditional random Fields

are used to track patterns in consecutive frames. Spatial relations require the pose estimation

methods in order to find parallel interaction.

Figure 2.6 presents pattern recognition outputs for dynamic points of interest that

consider Spatio-Temporal relationships where, after identifying individual Spatio Temporal

Interest Points, interaction of two or more points is considered in order to recognize a more

complex activity (Xu et al., 2017).

The definition of a space-time point, in this case, requires the context of an action

between more than one moving point, fitting the previously defined spatio-temporal region

concept.

Spatio temporal information can be extracted using 2D image sequences reconstructing a

3D volume model (Yan et al., 2008) or comparing the differences between the mesh of a processed

image sequences (Tim et al., 2014). This second method extracts volume information from

frames where people performed specific actions such as walking or running. The authors use an

information unit called Atoms, which consists of a temporal sequence of image slices representing

movement in the horizontal direction with variation in gray tones of the pixels. Another technique

uses a comparison of skeleton curves into 3D objects or Free Form Deformation (FFD) where

two frames are compared and the movement of each vertex is interpolated to neighbor landmarks
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Figure 2.6: Recognition of Human Activity using Spatio-Temporal Model. a)Two learned high-level features;

(b)Dynamic Features extracted from the input images; c) Each polygon represent the spatio-temporal frames, using

relation between individual features; (Xu et al., 2017). The circles represent the tracked parameters and the hexagons

show the temporal motions identified by the spatial parameters during the sequence of images.

(Zhang et al., 2014) (Sandbach et al., 2011). 3D volumetric mesh extracted to 2D images can have

their surface curves compared and, for those discrepancies in depth, its possible to implement a

classification system of facial expressions (Le et al., 2011).

Inverse Distance Weighted Interpolation Method (IDW) can be used to achieve spatial

interpolation (Hongjian et al., 2016). So, with the geometric coordinate captured, spatio-temporal

data can be defined by calculating the distance from each detection point to the insertion point

firstly, based on the polynomial interpolation of the tabulated data.

Facial Expressions Recognition can consider spatio-temporal information

(Mahmoud et al., 2014). Sun e Yin (2008) compared frames related to an expression obtained

through a 3D face captured by a scanner hardware where are extracted 83 landmarks and then

adjusted to a generic template and applied Hidden Markov Model for the recognition of facial

expressions. Using a similar process it is possible to extract depth points on the object and

classifies the facial expression of the object using spatio-temporal data extracted (Xue et al.,

2015) (Xue et al., 2014).

There are works that specify the 4D data not as an temporal information, but as a 3D

sequential abstract features like weight influence of vertexes or impact area in simulations such

volume or illumination. Chu et al. (2009) shown an architecture for viewing 2-manifold objects

and 3-manifolds. The main concept of the architecture presented is the render of a tetrahedron

using hyper-volumes or voxels, to represent the surface or layer of elements, unlike the traditional

use of the polygonal system. The challenge then is the correct representation of illumination

incidence as shown in (Figure 2.7).

There are 3D-face databases with sequential images captured by devices such Microsoft

Kinect’s with provides deep channel (Hong et al., 2015) where is possible calculate temporal

information using the position of the vertexes and sequential displacements (Cao et al., 2014).

According to Zhu et al. (2015), Spatio-Temporal Interest Point (STIP) can be obtained using the

algorithm Harris3D, which locates points of interest based on a gradient matrix in sequential

images with the Gaussian filter. This technique finds spatio-temporal volume where gradients

variations appear with less notable sharpness, showed in (Figure 2.8) followed by a Hessian

detector which measures the strength of each landmark.
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Figure 2.7: Thetraedron decomposed surface. The normal or bump channel have no direction information to use

once this are not an 2-manifold object (Chu et al., 2009).

Figure 2.8: Harris Corner 3D used to find volume information comparing textures information and tracking for an

human armature. (Zhu et al., 2015).

Vemulapalli et al. are presented in 2014 a model for the recognition of human actions

considering spatio-temporal information comparing key points in a 3D skeleton. The approach

of this work was to show the relationship of body parts in an action using a skeleton of 3D points.

According to the author, human actions can be represented by curves, using modeling of special

Euclidean group SE(3), widely used in works where movements such as rotation are relevant

and calculations for rigid body kinematics will be needed. The differential of this research

was to analyze the body and its actions observing pieces not directly connected but objectively

relevant in a particular action as hands-on clapping action. This method can be applied to locate

non-human objects as well (Amini e McGuffin, 2014). Huang (2017) defines a Temporal Fitting

formula for recognition of human actions using concepts of motion capture and 3D mesh overlaid

on 2D input.

According to (Kai et al., 2014) the landmarks topology in the body is in a theoretical

limit, where studies focused on consolidating the captured geometry topology requires more

attention. The author presents a formula which motion data can be represented starting from the

initial values of the point, based on the hierarchy trees.

Fi = (p0(t), q0(t), q1(t), q2(t)...., qn(t))

where the first points p and q represent the position and orientation of root nodes, the

following points follow the tree hierarchy.

These models can be used to represent temporal facial landmarks in an avatar. Still, with

the modeled and extracted data, geometric or animation optimization can be built considering

their influence in the course of an animation. Table 2.2 shown the main references of this section

and considerations for this work.
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Table 2.2: 4D data Bibliography References

Author Year Consideration

Erwig, M. et al. 1998 Presented Spatio-Temporal Data Models and a

Comparison of Their Representations.

Erwig, M. et al. 1998 Discrete Modeling of Spatio-temporal Data Types.

Laptev, I. et al. 2003 Define a model for Space-Time Interest Points.

Chu, A. et al. 2009 Proposes a GPU-based Architecture for Interactive

4D Visualization.

Oh, E. et al. 2011 Analyzes how 4D Effects affect user experience.

Serban, N. et al. 2011 Presented Spatio-temporal modelling.

Sandbach, G. et al. 2011 Define temporal models for 3D face.

Vuong Le et al. 2011 Use spatio-temporal in FER.

Amini, F et al. 2014 Implements an 3D visualization for movement data.

Tim, S.C.W. et al. 2014 Presents Temporal Action Recognition by 3D patches.

Vemulapalli, R. et al. 2014 Implements Action Recognition using 3d skelleton.

Hui Zhang et al. 2014 Proposes an method for curve handles in 4D.

Hong, Richang et al. 2015 Presents RGB-D uses.

Zhu, Yu et al. 2015 Implements Depth-Based Action Recognition

Mingliang Xue et al. 2015 Propose an 4D facial recognition method.

Li, N. et al. 2016 Present an mobile visualization for 4D objects.

Hongjian, W. et al. 2016 Use IDW to define spatio-temporal data.

Jaebong, L. et al. 2016 Presents an Interactive Motion Effects Design for

a Moving Object in 4D Films.

Suheryadi, A. et al. 2016 Apply Spatio-temporal analysis for moving object detection

under complex environment.

Mendez, J. et al. 2016 4D Environment for Learning in the Human Anatomy Field.

Sheidin, J. et al. 2017 Visualizing Spatial-Temporal Data.

XU, W. et al. 2017 Presents A Hierarchical Spatio-Temporal Model for Human

Activity Recognition.

Songmei, Y. et al. 2017 Uses Temporal Weighted Data Model in

education environment

Sikdar, B. et al. 2017 Proposes Spatio-Temporal Correlations in

Cyber-Physical Systems.

Huang, Y. et al. 2018 Defines a Temporal Fitting formulae.

Flotynski, J. et al. 2018 Presents an Semantic 4-dimensionai modeling.

2.3 3D MESH AND ANIMATION OPTIMIZATION

3D Mesh optimization helps to understand the region simplification of a model (Ko e Choy,

2002) and can be applied to avatar face in order to analyze how the geometric structure or an

animation process can be temporally optimized or interpolated. In 2014, Ng e Low shown a

mesh simplification method is presented based on the Euclidean distance of the edges for each

triangle where the size of the edge and the distance between spatial coordinates values of adjacent

triangles are used to calculate polygons reduction in the surface normalizing the adjacent vertex

of the triangle to the perpendicular edge generating the process (Figure 2.9):

This technique, called Half-Edge contraption, provides a simple solution for reduction

and simplification of polygonal structures. This process has a direct parallel to the animation
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Figure 2.9: Mesh Simplification Process: The centroid of neighborhood for a ring of vertexes are calculated and a

merge of near edges occur following an displacement to center of mesh (Ng e Low, 2014).

process if vertexes have been observed as a key of Blend Shapes set. Blend-Shape is a technique

used in computer graphics that consists of defining displacements in a geometric mesh based on

a time interval, using 3D controllers and concepts of sequential animation. Cetinaslan e Orvalho

(2018) presents the method that localizes the direct manipulation of blend-shape models for

facial animation with a customized sketch-based interface. The authors argue that methods of

direct manipulation of animation by blend-shape can result in unexpected deformations in the

mesh, since they affect the structure globally, proposing a technique that uses geodesic circles

for confining the edits to the local geometry (Figure 2.10). In this way, although the creation

of animations by blend-shapes remains conceptually the same, the deformations have a more

precise impact.

Baoming e Xuena (2013) present a 3D object simplification proposal, using an additional

table to indexing edges, averaging distances between points. This table indexes the vertexes

temporal coordinates organizing a list of structs pointing sequential edges. For mesh simplification

authors extended the Garland algorithm which constricts pairs of vertexes (Figure 2.11).

So for simplification of the polygonal structure, values of the centroid faces are summed,

as represented by Q(v) and are observed the area and weights (w) of the triangle while the

original geometric shape is kept, also reducing breaks in the polygonal structure. Like the

previous method, these can be compared to an animation optimization placing output centroid as

expression landmark position and the simplified points as landmark temporal changes.

Q(v) =
∑

i

wiQi(v)

The process follows identifying edges that share triangular faces that are deleted creating

a vertex in the empty space linking the neighboring edges. The basis for the geometrical

simplification consists in keep the shape of the object similar to the original by reducing the

triangles where the surface remains flat (Park et al., 2002). For that, some techniques can be

used as a Polygonal Approximation of Continuous Curve and Polyhedral Approximation of

Continuous Surface (Figure 2.12).

These models for mesh simplification applied to a virtual interpreter for sign language

systems already reduce the computational cost, however, the methods presented can be adapted

to fit an analyze and displacement reduce of the Blend Shape animation process. Added to facial

models, its possible obtain a parametrized control of the geometric facial surface. In addition to

simplification using geometric meshes, it is possible to reconstruct a facial structure based on

Voxels, as presented by Li et al. (2018) which uses volumetric data structure and Deep Neural

Network to predict the variation of human faces.
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Figure 2.10: (Cetinaslan e Orvalho, 2018) Blend-Shape animation method.

Figure 2.11: Baoming’s Mesh Simplification Method based on Garland algorithm where pairs of vertexes are merged

(Baoming e Xuena, 2013).

An interesting feature used in mesh simplification can also be used in the animation

optimization, which are Normals of the vertexes in the metric of geometric distortion (Jian et al.,

2013). Normal field variation determines the orientation for landmarks, describing features of

the mesh surface (Figure 2.13) which allows the application of algorithms like QSlim where the

geometric mesh is reduced by eliminating small triangles in flat regions by their orientations.

There are more specific techniques in which a geometric surface can be reconstructed, as well as
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Figure 2.12: Surface simplification where a polyline segment excludes the corresponding curve: a) P be a point

on a curve C(t)= (x(t),y(t)), which is abstracted by a edge L. b)The optimal tangential length at P is defined as the

maximum possible length of the chord in the tangential circle when the maximum arc-edge distance is below e
c)Tangential circles representation d)In 3D surfaces a triangular facet abstracts some portion of the surface, which is

called the geodesic triangle (Park et al., 2002).

a curve, removing a single triangle, or the smallest number of control points (Methirumangalath

et al., 2017).

Setty e Mudenagudi (2018) describes a technique of rebuilding damaged 3D meshes

using point clouds method. A region of Interest (ROI)-based method is used to define which

regions of the model can be filled based on surface analysis by related points. ROI can be applied

in facial animations, defining independent areas for behavior analysis of vertices or polygons.

Algoritihms such Data Time Warping (DTW), Factor Analysis (FA) and Principal

Components Analysis (PCA) can be used to understand landmarks correlation and your behavior

sequentially. DTW is a distance measure that compares two-time series after optimally aligning

them (Mueen e Keogh, 2016), which can be applied to facial landmark during an expression

synthesis. PCA an FA can define facial landmarks expression and weight during the same

synthesis, aligning a landmark series by their relevance. DTW process can be optimized

and applied to activity recognition through data normalization and the use of the correct

warping-window parameter. Some of those concepts will be deeper discussed in Chapter 5.

Animation interpolation can be observed in the scene observing the camera’s point of

view beyond the perspective and depth of field (Mori et al., 2015). According to the authors the

greatest deficiencies of systems that use virtual environments are unrealistic or robotic animation,

which may be increased by the user scene point of view. Considering the scene viewpoint, its

possible optimize an animation through trajectory controller. To this can be calculated a B-Spline

that directs the pivot points or joint control of an object in a frames sequence, thereby minimizing

the expected trajectory synchronized with a new constrained spline (Schoch et al., 2014). This
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Figure 2.13: Normals of neighborhood applied to an landmark in geometric surface. Those directions can be used in

mesh simplification (Jian et al., 2013).

can be applied in sign language synthesis if consider the points as joint parameters such mouth or

cheek corners.

Similarly, it is common to use estimates of trajectories for the animation optimization for

robotics and virtual reality simulations. The trajectory is a continuous set of curves representing

the states and inputs to the system over the time interval (Johnson e Murphey, 2009). The

trajectories can be drawn from position calculations obtained from points of interest in the 3D

object, these extracted or identified from models such as MPEG-4. Another interesting way to

identify points of interest on objects is extracting the skeleton of the geometric structure (Yamane

e Goerner, 2014), which allows through sequential analysis, get the points of articulation, and

thereby observe its trajectory (Figure 2.14).

Trajectories can be used very efficiently to analyze the behavior of an element in an

interval of readings in a virtual or real environment. Vu et al. (2017) uses calculations for

Trajectory Reconstruction in the context of pedestrian location. The concepts used in your research

can be adapted to facial points in a 3D avatar if considers the environment as the geometric

mesh and the tracked pedestrians as landmarks. A similar application applied to 3D meshes

is presented by Pan et al. (2018), where, using Neural Networks, methods for reconstruction

of UV coordinates (usually representing the opened 3D mesh in a 2D plane) are extended for

the reconstruction of the geometric mesh. Idaka et al. (2017) uses local region calculations for

pose estimation mapping a basketball court with edges and analyzing the trajectory of dynamic

objects.

Geng et al. (2014) uses 3D trajectories to recognize Chinese Sign Language gestures

using image processing in depth channel inputs obtained by the Microsoft Kinect device. From

the hand tracing the author used classification algorithms such as Support Vector Machine (SVM)

to identify, based on the 3D trajectories, the represented signal (Figure 2.15). Trajectories can

be used for the sign language alphabet letters recognition using hand position (Sulfayanti et al.,
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Figure 2.14: Trajectories from 3D animations, showing the path of landmarks extracted from the object (Yamane e

Goerner, 2014).

2016). The author uses the depth channel to identify the hands and the position of the fingers

and traces the position generating a trajectory, where it is possible, by calculating the Euclidean

distance of specific points from the user’s hand, to infer a letter being represented.

Gajalakshmi e Sharmila (2017) also uses SVM to recognize Sign Language in videos.

The author uses training classes for some specific signals, or words, and trains repeated feature

histograms patterns. One of the main challenges for hand signal recognition is the hand position,

usually using techniques for aligning the input, making rotation, scale or translation irrelevant

in the signal mapping. For facial synthesis, the rotation is not relevant since the emotion can

be represented independently of the speaker’s head position. There are, however, studies that

argue that the position of the head can help in the classification of a questioning expression

(Huenerfauth et al., 2011).

Oliveira et al. (2017) uses the PCA + k-NN algorithms to extract features from an image

base referring to the alphabet in Irish Sign Language. According to the authors, techniques used

for hand sign recognition include algorithms such as Hidden Markov Models, Points of Interest,

Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Orientation Histograms and Kalman Filter, as well as

classifiers such as CNN and k-NN. The PCA algorithm, in particular, can be used to classify

the behavior of facial features by defining which landmarks have the greatest variance between

tabulated reading values.

The main way to control animations in virtual environments is through data-driven, files

or specifications that define elements such as controllers and paths with coordinates that tell

how certain object or surface will behave in a sequence of actions. The own controllers can be

optimized, as proposed by Lee et al. (2009) where using animation through parameterized data,

the motion selection determines which controllers turn on and their positions and compared with

the same actions, performed manually, the authors defined calculations to automatically select

decisions for actions control and movements with lower computational cost compared to random

or manuals selections.
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Figure 2.15: 3D Trajectories used for Chinese Signal Language recognition (Geng et al., 2014).

Agus et al. (2017) uses Data-Driven to analyze the behavior of users in exploring a

virtual environment using measures on surfaces. Data-driven similar techniques can use other

input models to generate for 3D applications, such as the Query-based composition of animations

(Flotyński et al., 2018) or in coordinate analysis (Agus et al., 2017). In this method, a hierarchical

parameter-based formatting is used to define specific joints associated with a previously developed

rig, where motion sequences for a 3D avatar are pointed out. This template can be adapted to the

Tags format used in XML as well as the signal language parameters.

Signal language parameters are usually registered in XML tag format, in models that

follow the pattern similar to presented by Othman e Jemni (2017), as follows the code generated:

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
2 <xs:schema attributeFormDefault="unqualified"
3 elementFormDefault="qualified"
4 xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
5 <xs:element name="points">
6 <?xml-stylesheet type=’text/xsl’ href=’form.xsl’?>
7 <xs:complexType>
8 <xs:sequence>
9 <xs:sentence srclang="en" lang="asl" srcsentence="i have

10 going to the conference for five years.">
11 <xs:clause typeclause="none">
12 <xs:token>I</token>
13 <xs:token property="HABITUAL">GO</token>
14 <xs:token>CONFERENCE</token>
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15 <xs:token compound="-">
16 <xs:token>UP</token>
17 <xs:token>TO</token>
18 <xs:token>NOW</token>
19 </xs:token>
20 <xs:token numeral="yes">FIVE</token>
21 <xs:token numeral="yes">YEAR</token>
22 </xs:clause>
23 </xs:sentence>
24 </xs:sequence>
25 </xs:complexType>
26 </xs:element>
27 </xs:schema>

Where we have the output "GOHabitual CONFERENCE UP-TO-NOW FiveYear" which

means, according to the authors, "I have been going to the conference for five years." in ASL

(Othman e Jemni, 2017). This hierarchical organization in Sequential Tags can be applied to

facial parameters including specific information such as coordinate or position of a landmark, or

even values for regions of the face that assist in the segmented representation of facial expressions.

Ji et al. (2016) uses an output method for manual Sign Language classification exporting a binary

value for each letter in signal languages alphabet. Its model differs from previous ones that use

descriptive tags, approaching closer to the coordinate valuation model working similar to an

encryption record.

The use of data-driven and XML format for parameter registration will be explored in

this work in order to identify ways to optimize the facial expressions animation using the BSL

parameters associated with facial points from MPEG-4 model. Another aspect to be considered

in optimization and realism of 3D animation is the Balance Controller of scene bodies (Jain

et al., 2009), where methods for weight distribution can be applied, calculated by collision and

weight projection (synchronized to surface vertexes) may addition force aiming balance of the

movement.

Yet, using a joint armature or landmarks structure, it is possible to calculate the behavior

of 3D avatar animations (Daoudi et al., 2018) or interpolate an animation through Inverse

Kinematic algorithm (Ben Yahia e Jemni, 2013). The first step in this type of technique is to

extract the points of interest that can be realized through a skeletonization process of geometrical

surface or on formal models, which for human faces should consider edge loops or models

based on muscle strain. Through this information a trajectory forecast is made based on the

displacement of the points and influence among their neighborhoods (Figure 2.16), allowing not

only set a more appropriate sequential deformation as built optimization strategies based on this

information. Besides, that can be uses features for muscle control minimizing the change of joint

torques, increasing realism to organic animations.

From the methods and concepts cited in this chapter will be presented the thesis proposal

and preliminary practical experiments focused on facial parameters definition. Table 2.3 shown

main references of this section and the relationship with this work.
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Figure 2.16: Animating 3D Avatars using Inverse Kinematics: In (a) predicted landmark displacement is calculated,

in (b) and (c) sequential landmarks are aligned based on the target. In (d) and (e) all segment is reallocated aligned

to a new target positioned on base joint (Ben Yahia e Jemni, 2013).
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Table 2.3: Mesh and animation optimization Bibliography References

Author Year Consideration

Jain, Sumit et al. 2009 Presents an optimization Motion synthesis method.

T. D. Murphey et al. 2009 Proposes an trajectory synthesis from animation data.

Hou Baoming et al. 2013 Geometric Simplification using point weight.

Wang Jian et al. 2013 3D Mesh Simplification using Normal coordinates.

Ben Yahia et al. 2013 Uses Inverse Kinematics for sign avatar animation.

Kok-Why Ng et al. 2014 Presents an Geometric Edge Contraption method.

M. Schoch et al. 2014 Proposes an trajectory optimization method.

K. Yamane et al. 2014 Implements an trajectory skeletonization.

L. Geng et al. 2014 Uses 3D trajectory for hand gestures recognition.

Mori, Hiroshi et al. 2015 Proposes an animation method by viewpoint.

Mueen, A. et al. 2016 Present DTW optmization method for landmarks.

Ji, Y. et al. 2016 Exports a binary value to the manual alphabet in signal

languages.

Sulfayanti. et al. 2016 Uses hand tracking for Sign Language recognition.

Agus, M. et al. 2017 Present Data-Driven Analysis of an 3D environment.

Idaka, Y. et al. 2017 Uses Local Region calculation for pose estimation.

A. Othman et al. 2017 Propose a XMl model for Sign Languages parameters.

Methirumangalath, S. 2017 Proposes 3D Reconstruction method.

et al. approach.

Vu, H. et al. 2017 Builds a method for pedestrian Trajectory Reconstruction.

P. Gajalakshmi et al. 2017 Uses SVM for Sign Language signals recognition.

M. Oliveira et al. 2017 Applies the PCA and kNN algorithm to identify signs

of the Irish Sign Language.

Flotynski, J. et al. 2018 Implements an Query-based composition.

Cetinaslan, O. et al. 2018 Present Blend-Shape 3D techniques for local mesh

deformation.

Setty, S. et al. 2018 3D Mesh reconstruction based on point clouds.

Li, X. et al. 2018 Define a Volumetric model for 3D Facial reconstruction.

Pan, Z. et al. 2018 Presents an Automatic Re-topology for 3D Scanned Objects.

Daoudi, M. et al. 2018 Uses Trajectory Analysis to identify Human Actions.
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3 PROPOSED SIGN LANGUAGE FACIAL MODEL BASED CENTROIDS

The main deficiencies and challenges observed on Chapter 2 concerning facial features

are related to the definition of low-cost facial models with optimized controllers and methods.

It’s important to remark that BSL has no formal models for facial representations, which are

indispensable for computational notation of a Sign Language.

One approach to understand the whole process of an expression animation is to analyze

the geometry temporally, what makes 4D information an important feature in this scenario.

This work investigates facial animation for Sign Languages synthesis proposes methods

for facial animation generation using 4D information in geometric surfaces. Initially, it was

proposed a facial model that represents the face in a parameterized way, making possible to apply

4D modeling for observation of spatio-temporal facial landmark behavior.

In order to define the facial landmarks and interested regions, the Base Emotions

Ekman’s model was used (Szwoch, 2015) (Lyons et al., 1998) (Lundqvist, 1998). The enhanced

model defined in this chapter allows the temporal analysis of the facial structure, represented

by the 3D mesh, allowing a study of 4D data modeling. The next sections define the proposed

facial model, the 3D avatar built for the experiments of this work, as well a Principal Component

Analysis of the facial expressions in this context.

3.1 FACIAL MODEL AND REGIONS INFLUENCE

The objective of the model proposed in this chapter relies on a hierarchical modeling compatible

with the models widely used in the computational representation of the manual parameters of sign

languages, improving systems that do not use expressions or emotions on message transmission.

A 3D avatar was built with a geometry compatible with the facial datasets that requires

a low poly mesh (a simple geometry with few polygons), and that can efficiently represent the

base expressions defined by Plutchick’s Wheel of Emotion (Figure 3.1). Both the geometric

model and the parameters defined in the following subsections can be used to represent any facial

expression using interpolation of facial landmarks displacement values.

The following experiments are divided into two stages: 1) Proposal and construction of

the BSL Facial Model, applied in an avatar for emotional representation in sign language systems.

2) Principal Components Analysis of facial geometric surface in the expression representation

context.

3.1.0.0 BSL Avatar Facial Model

A humanoid model was built with 598 facial polygons and a rigging supporting the aforementioned

base expressions (Figure 3.1). The facial model MPEG-4 FP (Kacorri e Huenerfauth, 2014) was

used as a reference in avatar modeling (Figure 3.2). Also, the most representative regions of the

face were set: forehead, eyes, cheeks, nose, and mouth. The regions were defined on the basis

of experiments shown by Obaid et al. (2010), describing main regions for facial deformations.

Other studies using facial regions for the extraction or classification of characteristics defend the

local division as a fundamental resource to better understand the behavior and relation between a

geometric area or related spatial points (Lemaire et al., 2011) and (Lv et al., 2015).

The avatar was built with few polygons aiming to avoid high computational cost besides

a greater flexibility when calculating displacements in the 3D mesh during the animations. In
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Figure 3.1: Basic emotions represented in the virtual environment. Top row shows faces built with the 3D mesh,

from left to right: Neutral, Joy, Anger, Surprise and Sadness. The bottom row shows the samples of the dataset

(Lyons et al., 1998) used as a reference for deformations in the 3D mesh.

animation context a clean 3D model is fundamental so that an optimized facial model can be

applied to ease the manipulation of the parameters and values of each landmark, or associated

facial point based on the points of the MPEG-4 FP model.

Figure 3.2: Facial Regions, in green, and facial action parameters based on MPEG-4 model. The defined regions

include key areas in face on expressions synthesis process, that are: Forehead, Mouth, Cheek, Eyes, and Nose.

Geometric symmetry is assumed aiming to optimize the experiments.

The facial regions allow the behavioral tests of the landmarks to be observed in isolation,

identifying areas of the face that are more or less relevant in the process of representing the base

expressions. Moreover, the regions Obaid et al. (2010) allow the parameters to be independently

evaluated associated only by the hierarchy defined for the synthesized signal, approaching the

facial model defined in this Chapter with the already used models for manual signal representation.
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The deformations were built using blend shapes (Dailey et al., 2010) based on the

Japanese Female Facial Expression (JAFFE) dataset, which provides an archive with samples of

the basic emotions interpreted by 10 Japanese subjects (Lyons et al., 1998). This dataset classifies

the images using semantic ratings averaged, which defines expressions by points of interest

values, statistically identifying which emotions each image is and its intensity generally (the

displacement of the facial muscles and facial points of interest define the expression represented

and the value of intensity). JAFFE dataset includes sixty subjects and uses a five level scale

classifying each image which a value form the base expressions Happy, Sad, Surprise, Anger,

Disgusting, and Fear. According to authors, Fear in the only base expression which can not

be accurately evaluated in a controlled environment, pointing more subjective values for this

expression.

In order to compare facial interest points and reinforce values and interest points from

the JAFFE dataset, the Averaged Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces (AKDEF) were used too.

This dataset uses parameters similar to the JAFEE dataset where values are associated in each

image based on the distances defined in each facial expression based on interest points. The

AKDEF provides seventy images of human facial expressions. The set of pictures contains an

averaged female and male viewed from five different angles displaying seven different emotional

expressions, the same basic emotions for Ekman model (Lundqvist, 1998). Figure 3.3 shows

an example of the AKDEF base where the representation of base expressions can be noted

with examples of expressions represented in the datasets with specific values for synthesized

expression by percentage value.

Figure 3.3: Lundqvist (1998) AKDEF dataset sample. The images sequences follows the percentage presented

below as intensity in the representation of the expression, based on the position of the points of interest in the human

face. The points of interest are the facial muscles that when displaced indicate the expression or emotion that the

face intends to express. The percentage values represent the intensity in which the expression is represented in each

image, 0% for the neutral expression and 100% for the angry base expression.

The JAFEE dataset uses a similar structure to the Table 3.1 where the values for each

base expression referenced in the input image calculated based on the neutral facial model and

its specific displacements. Table 3.1 includes two examples: the Figure 3.1 in dataset, of code

KM-NE1, has a value of 2.87, on a scale of 1 to 5, in the classification of joy expression and 2.10

of surprise while the code image KM-NE2 has a lower rating value for the surprise expression.
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Table 3.1: Example of values applied in the JAFEE dataset. The first row, composed by the the base expressions

Happy (HAP), Sadness (SAD), Surprise (SUR), Anger (ANG), Disguise (DIS), Fear (FEA), and the name of picture

(PIC), while rows 2 and 3 present the values classified for each input image. The values represent the intensity of the

expression varying from 0 to 5 for less and more expressive, being calculated by similar criteria to the AKDEF

dataset where the position of facial regions define the intention in the representation of the emotion.

HAP SAD SUR ANG DIS FEA PIC

1 2.87 2.52 2.10 1.97 1.97 2.06 KM-NE1

2 2.87 2.42 1.58 1.84 1.77 1.77 KM-NE2

The AKDEF base, otherwise, uses a structure as described in Table 3.2, defining in

addition to the base expressions, the angle of the registered face. This dataset offer samples for

both sexes. The values that define the classified expression consider spatial displacements of

facial points of interest, based on the values extracted from the neutral expression.

Table 3.2: AKDEF dataset example: the sex of the subject, the expression class and the position of the face

considering the camera direction. As in the JAFFE base, each image can have semantic tags associated with more

than one expression considering interpolation between classes.

AKDEF Sample: FAFFL.JPG

Gender Expression Angle

F = female AF = afraid FL = full left profile

M = male AN = angry HL = half left profile

DI = disgusted S = straight

HA = happy HR = half right profile

NE = neutral FR = full right profile

SA = sad

SU = surprised

The use of the blend-shape technique, that consists of moving the geometric mesh

based on a reference, follows the recommendations of Cetinaslan e Orvalho (2018), applying

the deformations in precise points in order to faithfully follow the facial datasets JAFFE and

AKDEF. The formal models linked to landmarks, defined by the vertexes representing the points

of MPEG-4 model, contain parameters for location, movement, contact, and other characteristics

that represent a particular pose or configuration of a body part (Punchimudiyanse e Meegama,

2015). In the case of facial expressions, we can define the activation of an emotion or an

interpolation between more than one expression. This is usually done using keys to body parts

and values for the movement of the action. In the case of face and hands, a more specific set of

parameters can be specified assuming controllers for each region of the face as well as values

indicating new coordinates for their vertexes.

Tracking points were created in the neutral expression images using the defined facial

parameters and, based on their values, blend shapes were animated relating the displacement

of landmarks with the points of the geometric mesh. Each sequence representation of facial

expressions was built which around 40 frames, following Xue et al. (2015), where they assumed

that audiovisual model cadence uses 25 fps (frames per second) in PAL-M system, 30 fps in

NTSC model and 60 fps in digital format.

The coordinates for each expression points of interest in face region were defined based

on the values found in the two bases. Following the semantic values identified in each base
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Figure 3.4: Generation of the synthesized expression based on the subjects of the datasets used AKDEF and JAFFE.

The red dots were defined based on the MPEG-4 and applied to the 3D avatar, and based on the position of the

points traced in the input images, the blend shapes were constructed as animation for the base expressions. In the

image, inputs like the three figures displayed (NA.DI2.215, nomenclature used in the JAFFE dataset that defines

the subject (NA), expression (DI2) and image number (215), and the AKDEF dataset examples that represents the

subject gender (AM), identification (13 and 14) and expression (DIS)) were used to define the displacements of each

point for the generation of the disgusting expression in the 3D avatar.

expression, modifiers were applied to the 3D geometric mesh by deforming the model in order

to fit in the average values as shown in Figure 3.4. With the blend shapes of the applied base

expressions, coordinates of specific points on the face of the 3D avatar, linked to controllers, can

be identified as well as predictions of positions for interpolation of expressions.

The next experiments were developed in order to better understand the behavior of the

landmarks of the face in the process of synthesis of base expressions.

3.1.0.0 Neutral Expression Deviation Factor (NEDeF)

In this section, an analysis of the displacement of the landmarks, associated with the regions

deformation aiming to identify the most affected regions on the 3D mesh for each base expression.

A novel metric is proposed to measure the global normalized region deformation,

representing the influence on the mesh for each expression, defined by the Neutral Expression

Deviation Factor (NEDeF) ((Eq.3.1)):
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∑
vir∈Rr

|dnvir −devir |
dnvir

NVr
(Eq.3.1)

Where, for each expression e a measure of the distortion relative to the neutral expression

n is computed. This is performed, for each facial region Rr , by the normalized sum of differences

of the Euclidean distances in the 3D space from the centroid region to each respective landmark.

A second normalization is computed considering the number of landmarks (reference points)

defined for each region NVr . The distances were taken in absolute values because the distortion

of the regions is assumed to be additive.

The spatial location of the landmarks in the same region define respective centroid. The

absolute values of the displacements were used to calculate the NEDeF ((Eq.3.1)) considering

that one distortion in the mesh should be considered in any direction in the virtual environment in

order to evaluate deviation from the neutral expression. Were considered the extracted coordinates

of landmarks added to the shape keys values that control the blocks of the intensity of expression

modeled in the 3D object, by the coordinates of its vertices or controllers position (3.5).

Figure 3.5: NEDeF parameters example applied in 3D avatar used in this work.

Table 3.3 shows the NEDeFs of the regions and their distortion points compared to

the same landmarks with the synthesized expressions, together with the normalized values of

intensity of influence in the 3D mesh were extracted in each region.

Table 3.3: NEDeF of the basic expressions for key regions, indicating the influence of each region in the construction

or animation of each expression.

Geometrical Comparison of Facial Expression Regions

Forehead Eyes Cheeks Mouth Nose

Joy 0.118 1.000 0.800 0.791 0.376

Anger 0.628 0.900 0.953 0.702 0.080

Surprise 0.363 0.460 0.000 0.970 0.000

Fear 0.250 0.484 0.673 1.000 0.095

Sadness 1.000 0.980 0.307 0.400 0.091

Disgust 0.730 0.050 0.667 1.000 0.000
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The results shown in Table 3.3 allow the identification of the more affected regions for

each emotion. The forehead region is a highlight in the expressions of anger and sadness and the

mouth region is of great importance in joy, surprise, and fear expressions. For the joy emotion,

the regions with more distortion in the mesh were the cheeks, on the negative expressions

(anger, fear, sadness) nose region tends to have a more noticeable change in comparison with the

positive emotions (joy and surprise). It is important to mention that, based on Plutchick’s model,

emotions can be interpolated (Szwoch, 2015), thus, all expressions in the synthesis process can

be modulated by an intensity factor.

3.1.0.0 Facial Parameters Principal Components Analysis.

The next facial experiment aimed to identify the principal components of the face on emotion

synthesis process. For this, five samples were used relating facial regions. The landmarks of the

face represent the variables with their Euclidean values ranging from a neutral expression to the

extracted synthesized expressions of calculations of their coordinates based on the distance from

its centroid directed to the value of blend shape. The co-variance matrix was calculated as the

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the average vector of the samples. The principal components

analysis algorithm reduce the dimensions of a large amount of data pointing out the variance

between correlated variables, in this case, the facial landmarks.

Besides the fact that the landmarks displacement represents the influence on the

geometric mesh, knowing the correlation between the landmarks by Euclidean distance can

help to define what facial region is most relevant in the synthesis process for each emotion.

For this PCA algorithm can be used in order to calculate the explained variance ratio of the

landmarks given by the EVR value of the principal components. Then the data was rearranged

in a Hotelling matrix, used to solve such multivariate testing problems, in order to obtain their

principal components. Figure3.6 depicts a graph representing the landmarks in two-dimensional

space and their representation after applying the PCA algorithm.

The Explained Variance Ratio (EVR) was obtained based on the eigenvectors and

eigenvalues, where it was observed that 58 % of the variance of the data is in the direction of

the principal components of the Forehead region, being the Mouth region with the second most

expressive value with 26 %, followed by Cheek’s with 11 % of the variance of the data directed

to its components. The fact that the forehead region has a higher value of variance indicates that

the most identifiable displacements in the emotions may occur in this region, which together

with the region of the mouth may be sufficient to represent an identifiable emotion.

The Eye region had less expression in the tests, followed by the nose region with had

the EVR value lowest than 1 %. The EVR values indicate in which regions the simplification can

be more effective, besides pointing out, in conjunction with the NEDeF result values, the relation

between a facial region and a synthesized base expression. Also, these results enable a landmark

behavior discussion, giving values for each trajectory in geometric space.

In order to support the previous experiments, Factor Analysis Algorithm (FA) was

applied. This experiment allows the understanding of the facial landmarks behavior. The

same PCA variables of the previous analysis were used as facial regions and facial expressions,

observing the weights of their relations. Factor Analysis algorithm allows to identify the main

factors among correlated data, in this case to indicate which are the most important facial regions

in the synthesis of the six base expressions, also calculating the variance between the data

considering its displacement.

Figure 3.7 shows the data distribution where the variables are represented by the five

facial regions of the previously defined model, and the initial factors as the expressions for basic

emotions (Joy, Anger, Sadness, Fear, Surprise, and Disgust). The values distributed in the data
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matrix were obtained from the relative displacements from the neutral position to locations after

the expression synthesis. The relative displacements were calculated taking as reference the

landmark’s centroid for each region.

The objective of the FA application was to find the co-variance between the regions in

the execution of an expression using the weight of the relation between the data of the geometric

mesh, defining the most relevant regions in synthesis of each base expression. The simplification

of extracted factors should be useful in identifying which regions are most expressive in the

observed synthesis process, ignoring the less influential region in the synthesis process or

interpolating to a less expensive vertex offset, manipulating fewer centroids by synthesis.

This process, as well as the PCA algorithm, consider the blend-shapes modeled based

on the synthesized outputs in 3D avatar for each base expression, using average parameters of the

JAFEE and AKDEF bases, and may vary for other facial bases.

In order to confront the PCA results, the Factor Analysis algorithm was implemented

and applied to the facial landmarks for each expression. The normalized values for the analyzed

factors eigenvalues are 0.79 for Forehead, 0.0 for the Eyes, 0.85 for Cheeks, 1.0 for Mouth, 0.13

for Nose region, which shows that using the 5 facial regions and the six base expressions of the

Ekman’s model, we can consider three main factors. The graph in Figure 3.8 shows the reduced

Figure 3.6: PCA applied to 3D mesh landmarks vector: It’s subtracted the mean of facial landmarks values.

According to EVR components of Forehead and Mouth regions had most expressive displacement values represented

by the amount of points following the dotted lines. These lines at the left image show the maximum variance

direction of the first and second principal components, as Forehead and Mouth landmarks, and the right image

shows the points represented in the new principal component’s base, aligned with reduced dimension based on the

landmarks of the two main regions.
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Figure 3.7: The data model for FA Algorithm, where centroid coordinate absolute values are calculated between

facial region and expressions based on their weights (parameter w based on NEDeF influence). In the image, the

parameters L1 to Ln represent the landmarks and Cent E refers to the centroids of the expression.

factors based on the eigenvalues, where the absolute values of regions of mouth and nose can be

reduced in a single factor, as well as values cheeks and forehead.

This means that, in the synthesis of base emotion expressions, using the landmarks

based on the MPEG4-FP model and the regions defined in the previous sub-section, we can

point that the Forehead and Cheeks regions had a similar displacement expressiveness in the

geometric mesh. The Mouth region was the most expressive with the most noticeable details

of geometric change and Eyes and Nose can be considered as a less influent factor with less

perceptive displacement.

Considering that the landmarks of the mouth have a more remarkable displacement

especially due to the expressions of fear and surprise, the results point to the cheeks as the second

region with the greatest relation between the displacement of the facial landmarks in the synthesis

of the expressions, which is very relevant since that most part of the systems that use 3D avatars,

mentioned in previous chapters, when mapping the face, generally consider animations for the

mouth and eyes and completely ignore the region of the cheeks. This experiment points out a

relevance to the vertices associated with this region once they have an important influence on the

main positive and negative expressions, which are joy and anger.

The results of the PCA and FA tests indicate that the landmarks can have their

dimensions reduced based on the analysis of displacement in Euclidean space and corresponding

expressiveness in the synthesis of emotions. Trajectory extraction methods can be explored based

on which facial regions have more significant displacements in expressions animation. This

analysis can be extended using methods such as Euclidean Distance Variance Matrix Analysis, or
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Figure 3.8: Main factors for facial regions. The five values, from left to right, represents the absolute values for

regions: Forehead, Eyes, Cheeks, Mouth and Nose

Steepest Descent and Cyclic Coordinates through the behavior of the centroid trajectory or ratio

of the largest eigenvalue to the smallest eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix (Hovden e Ling, 2003).

Other elements that could be considered are the use of normal textures aiming facial

animation optimization in virtual environment (Zhao e Zhang, 2008). Facial expressions in sign

language use facial details to define important information that can change the meaning, for

example, doubt for irony expression. Small deformations in the geometric mesh can be replaced

by changes in texture using Normal Bump or Displacement channels to represent that information

(Yao et al., 2018). In that case, the changes in the model are simulated by refractive of light

changing diffuse layer coordinates of a texture. These techniques, however, aren’t used here

because it is possible to generate the interpolations without depending on a parameter based on

textures which is out of the scope of this work.

3.1.1 Concluding Remarks

Facial expressions have a fundamental importance in the transmission of a sign language message.

In this chapter a novel BSL Facial Model that comprises the main facial regions is presented,

expanding the MPEG-4 FP model and the concepts presented by Kacorri e Huenerfauth (2014),

Lemaire et al. (2011), Obaid et al. (2010) and Lv et al. (2015) where they were defined centroids

and controllers for the main points for deformation of the avatar 3D mesh and define the base

expressions, according to the semantic values presented by Lyons et al. (1998), Lundqvist (1998),

and Huenerfauth et al. (2011). Also, the NEDeF model was proposed to identify the influence of

each region on the synthesis of the base expressions.

The base emotions are generic and do not need a re-mapping of points and synthesis in

the future. The only adjustment in this step will be for controllers when using another 3D model.

The next objective in order to define more precisely the facial landmarks behavior is to analyze

the interpolation process of emotions, as well as their coordinates in a spatio-temporal model.
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With the models and methods proposed and constructed, the Chapter 4 presents the

data parser model proposed for the integration of facial expressions into formal models of sign

languages used for manual parameters and Chapter 5 reach a solution where the BSL Facial

Model is adapted to 4D trajectories, based on a modeling and experiments that define the behavior

of the facial landmarks.

The NEDeF concept is extended in Chapter 5 in order to optimize the representation of

facial expressions for sign languages, defining the behavior of facial regions and supporting a

method for expression interpolation generation.
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4 DATA EXTRACTION AND PARSER MODEL

The following sections present the experiments for data output and parser process.

Through a sequential geometric landmark tracked, a hierarchical data export method was

proposed, working as a computational formal model for facial landmarks easing the increment of

new parameters or the interpolation of expressions by changing parameter values defined for

base emotions. The data parser is fundamental to define a representation of the face parameters

in a similar format as used for manual sign parameters in sign languages systems, and thus to be

able to extend the representations of emotions in a defined and controlled way.

The follow experiments use generic parameters of a 3D facial mesh, that can be adapted

in existing systems that have mapped signal languages parameters in computational description

such as the CORE-SL model shown by Iatskiu et al. in 2017, where the manual parameters

already have a defined structure that can be increased with the facial models shown in this work.

Another computational representation of sign languages is the formal model presented by Aouiti

et al. in 2017 that uses a hierarchical configuration to represent, for example, the sentence "Where

are you going" adding value for signal parameters for each word in Arabic Sign Language, as

seen in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Example of XML parameters structure for Arabic Sign Language sentence (Aouiti et al., 2017). Each

word receives intensity values and represents independent parameters, organized in hierarchical dependence, relating

the values of its parameters in order to represent a sentence.

The focus of this Chapter, therefore, are not models for the facial data or the generated

trajectories of the expressions, but the system of extraction and parser of the geometric data.
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4.1 3D MESH COORDINATE EXTRACTION BASED ON TEMPORAL FEATURES

Extract blend shapes information of a 3D human face consists of a vertexes coordinates sequence

that depends on factors such as the process of synthesis, that define the translation and rotation of

the geometric landmark and key-frames, that define the changes based on an observed animation.

The next subsections present methods for dynamic object recognition in virtual en-

vironments in order to generate coordinates that can be written to an external file allowing

the implementation of automatic synthesis exportation and parser system for sign language

parameters. The objective of those experiments is to propose a model of data extraction that can

incorporate the NEDeF model and spatio-temporal analyzes that will be presented in the next

Chapters. The XML model presented can also be adapted to more specific parameters.

4.1.0.0 Landmark tracking in 3D facial mesh

Two inputs are commonly used for facial feature definition: a capture and classification of

sequential facial images from video inputs, or, animation in a virtual environment of an avatar

with human characteristics. Those patterns are usually based on a formal model that defines the

facial parameters (Kacorri et al., 2015) (Yan et al., 2008).

These parameters can be tracked during the sequence of inputs, constructed using

techniques such as blend shape for virtual models (Casas et al., 2016) (Sagar, 2016), that link

controller in the virtual environment to points of interest defined in the inputs. The input that

contains facial characteristics are synchronized to landmarks, in that case, geometric vertexes or

controllers (virtual objects that control the displacement of one or more vertexes).

The first step to build feature extraction algorithms is to identify what information is

expected to obtain. The sequential information is extracted from readings of landmark position

in time into a known space (Sun e Yin, 2008), in this research, facial landmarks, and their

displacement coordinates. In 3D objects, any surface or feature analysis can be made obtaining

information from their geometric mesh and their coordinates. In cases where the environment is

relevant, the normal information of the faces can be considered which contains useful data about

the refraction of light that may help clarify the position of the point on the environment around

them.

Since the objective at this time was only the creation of the coordinate data extraction

and parser system, a sequence of head movements was created using landmarks in the face on

specific points that are the eyebrows, mouth corners, a few points on the contour of the face,

forehead, and nose, based on the model used byCao et al. (2014). These parameters were applied

to a video input in order to generate a simple trajectory without considering complex blend-shapes

or facial expressions. The intent of this input was just getting the landmark position of a dynamic

object and the temporal changes such as the experiments performed by Wu in 2016. Landmark

tracking was pointed using Harris Corner algorithm and a Threshold filter, suited to a few points

and compared to each image sequence position by pixel gray-scale (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Dynamics landmark acquisition: In a cloud of points was defined main facial points of interest based on

MPEG-4 model and Cao et al. work. For this experiment were built a tracking for individual points, followed by

synchronization with the low poly 3D model. The temporal path was identified comparing the gray level associated

with geometric controllers and linked to vertexes in avatar face. The bottom sequence shows the process of tracking

the facial landmarks and the temporal readings of the landmarks extracted of the geometric mesh.

With this preliminary tracked data, a data parser system was developed, presented in the

next subsection, where the export and storage process for an external file is explored.

4.1.0.0 Geometric Mesh Data Extract

With the facial points coordinates, a data extraction and parser system was constructed using the

Irrlicht Graphic Engine and external files read and write functions in order to generate an XML

output in the hierarchical format used in formal computational models of sign languages. All

those methods were implemented in C ++ programming language.

Based on the movements tracked in the input video, the coordinates of the 3D mesh

points of interest are ordered in a structure that follows the signal pattern with the hierarchy based

on expression, facial region, and then the controller point and its Euclidean coordinate values in

the interval [a, b] that gives the position on the animation key-frames.

In the case of facial expressions, an emotion its spatial coordinates and temporal

information (based in the animation key-frames and geometric blend-shapes), as follows the

XML slice below, where it is possible to observe what would be an example of expression Joy

that receives parameters such as the category (positive or negative), position of frames in the

animation and coordinates for the centroids of each region:

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
2 <xs:schema attributeFormDefault="unqualified"
3 elementFormDefault="qualified"
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4 xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
5 <xs:Expression = "Name">
6 <xs:sentence: "Joy", srclang="br" lang="bsl"
7 srcsentence="Positive Expression", "Neutral"">
8 <xs:sequence>
9 <xs:key-frame> value: 25 </xs:key-frame>

10 <xs:region> value: 1, "mouth"
11 <xs:COO>
12 [:] List of coordinates for Centroid Euclidean Distance.
13 </xs:COO>
14 </xs:region>
15 <xs:region> value: 2, "cheeks"
16 <xs:COO>
17 [:] List of coordinates for Centroid Euclidean Distance.
18 </xs:COO>
19 </xs:region>
20 </xs:sequence>
21 </xs:sentence>
22 </xs:Expression>
23 </xs:schema>

The parameters will be defined according to the spatio-temporal data model presented

in the Chapter 5. This XML model can be adapted to existing computational formal models for

Sign Languages as well as enhanced with new facial information and finer spatial controllers.

This model can support the 4D regions outputs based on the centroids trajectories of each region.

A parser method in the graphics engine was developed aiming to recognize the elements

locally. So, they can be worked in sequence with Sign Language current systems to generate

the process of 3D avatar facial expression animation. The parser method was implemented and

executed using the Irrlicht Graphic Engine and OpenMP parallel programming methods. The

complete process can be paralleled since the method are divided into independent similar steps,

and the amount of information handled tends to be large. The Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the

process fluxogram.

The idea of the data output process presented in Figure 4.3 works in a similar way that

the automatic signal synthesis systems presented in Chapter 2 (Othman e Jemni, 2017) (Kaur e

Singh, 2015) (Ahire et al., 2015) (Kacorri, 2015) and can be performed using parallel functions

for data classification. The classification aims to identify the structure of the coordinates found,

by facial regions, or facial expressions extracted.

In Figure 4.4 the data referring to landmarks, or their coordinates in a virtual environment,

as well as auxiliary information such as their facial region, are passed as parameters for a function

that validates its structure, writing the information in the external file. The idea of the external

file is to follow a simplified textual format where the parameters can be changed depending on

the new synthesis defined by the formal model.

The parser method can be used in applications that already synthesize animations of sign

language signals integrating facial parameters to their avatars, expanding context information and

emotions transmitted messages. The main idea of this system is the incentive to include these

syntheses since parameterized models follow a similar data structure for manual gestures.

4.1.1 Discussion

A dynamic facial landmarks extraction based on the normalized Euclidean coordinates values

may provide temporal moves information. These methods will be used in the next Chapter for a
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Figure 4.3: Parser for mesh data process. The XMl data are read and stored in the internal memory and an process

to compare and classify geometric data are executed. The parser system may consider the signal hierarchy by

comparing the coordinates of each facial region in parallel in order to identify, by the read values, the signal or

parameter to be described. There is no standard for this model, but it can be easily adapted to formal models already

used in the literature in order to integrate the structure and parameterization used in the current systems.

facial expression interplation and simplification methods. The parser methods presented in this

Chapter can extract data in a simplified and functional model and enable current formal models

(Iatskiu et al., 2017) for Sign Language Systems to integrate the facial parameters proposed along

this research.
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Figure 4.4: Sequential 3D mesh Struct Comparison. Once elements are in memory the values of their coordinates are

evaluated sequentially. If an automatic signal generator system uses external XML files with hierarchical parameters,

each face region could be read and its values compared with a signal definition simultaneously to generate facial

animation.
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5 MODEL FOR FACIAL LANDMARKS TRAJECTORY BEHAVIOR

This chapter proposes a Spatio-Temporal representation for facial expression generation,

based on NEDeF model. With the methods presented in the following sections, it is possible to

represent the facial landmarks trajectory along the time when facial expressions are produced.

Section 5.1 presents models used to represent temporal objects, followed by section 5.2, where a

novel model is proposed for representing the Brazilian Sign Language (BSL), data in 4-dimensional

(4D) space.

Landmarks coordinates and their respective trajectory extraction process are presented in

the sequence, supporting the synthesis of expressions for a 3D avatar dedicated to Sign Language

communication. Finally, the third section presents a validation of the proposed model based on

human evaluation of generated expressions.

5.1 SPATIO-TEMPORAL DATA MODEL FOR FACIAL LANDMARKS

Considering the models presented in Chapter 2 and related spatio-temporal data (Sheidin et al.,

2017), (Xu et al., 2017), (Hongjian et al., 2016) and (Aldrich, 1998), this section defines a

practical model for the 4D Facial Landmarks representation. This model is applied in the

trajectory extraction of the facial regions in order to identify the behavior of the geometry mesh

of the avatar for emotion synthesis aiming optimized expression generation.

The MPEG-4 + Facial Regions model, based on the facial landmarks shown in Chapter

3, can be extended with the concepts concerning spatio-temporal data. The centroids pointed

for the five facial regions (nose, mouth, two eyes, cheeks) are dynamic geometric points that

generate a sequential trajectory curve in the process of synthesizing expressions through the

3D avatar. This framework, constituted by landmarks associated with facial regions,and their

spatio-temporal trajectories, allows to observe them as 4D landmarks, considering their trajectory

in a temporal interval in a controlled space. This section defines a model for the facial landmarks

used to extract trajectories based on the fitting to a curve model increased by the values pointed

by the PCA analysis and centroids trajectories as shown in Figure 5.1.

Based on Bezier parametric curve (Dias et al., 2016) (Aldrich, 1998), formed by a

B-Spline or a junction of several tabulated values of polynomial functions, for degree k with

k − 1 control points, the model follows the (Eq.5.1):

B(t) =
n∑

i=0

Ni, j(t)Pi (Eq.5.1)

Where in a uniform B-spline B(t) using a sum Bernstein Polynomials Ni,k(t) as a basis

function and Pi as a control points (P0, P1, ..Pn), in this work centroids of facial regions. The

basis function is defined using Cox-de Boor recursive formula considering t as index of temporal

points in pairs sequence (Aldrich, 1998) ((Eq.5.2)):

Ni, j(t) =
t − ti

ti+ j − ti
Ni, j−1(t) +

ti+ j+1 − t
ti+ j+1 − ti+1

Ni+1, j−1(t) (Eq.5.2)

The values of the points represented by t is a part of the sequence called Knot Vector

and determine the basis function that influences the shape of the B-Spline trajectory. Knot vector

is represented by t = (t0, t1, ...tn) in range t ∈ [t0, tn] (Aldrich, 1998). Each centroid is a spatial
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Figure 5.1: Model for 4D Region Data. Based on centroid coordinates from neutral to synthesized expression

animation, a trajectory will be extracted using Euclidean Geometric Curves as B-Spline (Aldrich, 1998) that enable

behavior analysis experiments. The Weight parameter refers to region influence obtained in Chapter 3.

point in a trajectory in synthesis process. In this way, for a trajectory referring to the synthesis of

an expression E of degree n and Controller Points represented by the centroid of the region α
observed as a time point t(α) as shown in (Eq.5.3):

t = p0, p1, ...pn

t = ∀p(α) ∈ [0, 1] = (p0, p1, ...pn)pi ≥ pi−1

t(C) =

∑
vir∈Rr

|dnvir −devir |
dnvir

NVr

B(t) =
n∑

i=0

Ni,k(t)C(t) +We(t) (Eq.5.3)

Where for all control points pi as centroid t(C) and the knots in B-Spline consider the

parameter W based on the value of influence extracted from PCA and FA analysis. The influence

parameter W is taken into account in the animation process, where lower W correspond to less

important regions that can be ignored in the expression synthesis, reducing the computational

load.
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The spatio-temporal region model was presented by Martin Erwig e Güting (1998)

where a spatial points trajectory, based on temporal readings can be observed as a region if

its spatial displacement is considered (Figure 5.2). When the shape of the curve changes, the

region is expanded or retracted. The same concept is used in this work, once the centroids

trajectories along the generated facial expression animation can be represented by dynamic

curves, controlling the edges that connects the vertexes landmarks, producing the movement or

deformation of facial regions as defined in the model presented in Chapter 3.

Figure 5.2: 4D Region (Martin Erwig e Güting, 1998). In the left, two curves referring temporal displacements of

two spatial points. The coordinates of the curve represent spatial points (x-axis) and time points (y-axis). In the

right, a region extracted from these curve. Based on the points defined in the curve, the related points are affected by

the time displacement as a geometric influence.

Each 4D region was defined by the trajectory of its centroids (one for each region

except for the mouth and eyes where the geometry is open, then having two centroids for these

regions), observed temporally for each base expression, through its spatial coordinates, based

on the concepts presented by Martin Erwig e Güting (1998), Dias et al. (2016) and Hongjian

et al. (2016) as explained below. For the generation of the centroid trajectory, the Least Square

Approximation algorithm will be applied in order to analyze more efficiently the influence of

each trajectory in the synthesis process and the behavior of each facial landmark. Least Square

Approximation algorithm adjusts data collected, for example, given x1, x2, x3, .., xn in points of

time t1, ..., tn, geometrically, it is possible to observe the linear relation between the temporal

variables t and the observations x, fitting to polynomial to a given data Hongjian et al. (2016).

With the centroids curves referring to the region’s landmarks represented by the

deformation of the neighboring landmarks based on centroid displacement, it is possible to

define 4D regions geometrically and calculate variations through polynomial interpolation for

input coordinates. This model is compatible with that presented by Hongjian et al. (2016)

and Mkrtchyan et al. (2016), allowing extension for any expression synthesis, including the

interpolation of Ekman model emotions.

With this model, it will be possible to identify the behavior of the facial centroids

through spatio-temporal facial regions. The regions as trajectory curves will be shown in the

next section. Extracting the coordinates of the points temporarily will enable to understand the

behavior of each centroid and thus the definition of strategies to optimize the animation of the

synthesis of expressions.
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5.2 4D TRAJECTORY EXTRACTION

Following the data model and the centroids coordinate extraction methods already defined in

previous chapters, the next step of this research is focused on generating the spatial-temporal

regions of the facial areas in the synthesis of the base expressions. The spatio-temporal regions

are formed by the centroid spatial coordinates along a temporal trajectory of each area on the

geometric surface during the synthesis process of the positive and negative expressions of the

Ekman model, added to the weight parameter defined in the PCA and FA tests.

With the trajectories it is possible to apply a more complete analysis of the facial

landmarks behaviors, supporting the decision about which methods to apply to an optimized

synthesis process. The test parameters defined for the generation of the facial landmarks

trajectories were divided into four stages: temporal interpolation of expressions, a division

of the observation window of the frames, extraction of centroid coordinates, generation, and

visualization of 4D Curves.

5.2.0.0 Trajectories Extraction and EDVA

The first stage consists of the extracted syntheses, including the expressions and facial region

centroids for each expression in order to visualize the landmarks path in the interpolation of the

expressions from the neutral state. Next, will be presented the observed window of the frames

used and interest points for each generated curve, as well as the landmarks temporal visualization

of there throughout the synthesis process. After the trajectories are generated, a process of

optimization of the curves will be applied for final analysis.

The relevant coordinates occur in the transition between the neutral expression to the

synthesis of one of the six basic emotions of the Ekman model since with these landmarks it

is possible to observe the specific impact of these expressions on the 3D mesh. The centroid

analysis in the interpolation of the expressions, also, can be extracted, generated and observed

using the same procedures presented below, generating only a larger and more complex amount

of data to be analyzed.

A regular animation runs at 30 frames per second (FPS), or 1800 frames in a minute,

where each shot is a 2D render of the n-dimensional scene. In renders that use techniques such

as scanline a manual parameters set are required for each frame, generating 1440 n values per

minute for an n parameter model, with consistency between 24 30 FPS (Harold Whitaker, 2009).

The authors define that in a 3D scene a frame is composed of points in high-dimensional state

space, interpolated by splines. The splines are composed by coordinates for each point in space,

having speed control and parameters for translation and rotation that can be plotted as trajectories.

Huenerfauth (2016) presents in his work a table that defines the number of frames

used to register signals in signal languages, where, in order to register signals, regardless of

its complexity, varying between movements that needs less than 10 frames to be recorded to

the maximum of 78 frames. The ideal scenario for this work, once the facial expressions had

their centroids displacements compared, is to keep a pattern of frames number by synthesis of

expression, generating expressions in the same time interval of approximately 60 frames per

second.

Goran J. Zajić e Reljin (2016) describe each frame as a featured vector which consists

of color and texture information analyzed using a Multi-Fractal framework. Using a 4x4

regions partition, the authors perform an analysis in order to identify in frames of an animation

characteristics that define whether the observed region is a computerized animation or an actual

image based on the texture information. Each scene is sliced in blocks, where Feature Extraction

algorithms and Analysis of Multi-Fractal Spectrum are used in order to classify each region.
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For this work, a sectorized analysis process, similar to what Goran J. Zajić e Reljin

used, was developed for the extraction of 4D regions. Each base expression animation has

approximately 50 frames, separated by five main facial regions and three or four centroids

associated with geometric mesh controllers. These facial landmarks are based on the Accurate

Facial Landmarks proposed by Guo et al. in 2016 adapted to the MPEG-4 model chosen for this

research, which defines vertices in the 3D mesh with the points of interest of the facial model

defined in Chapter 3.

The trajectories of the Facial Expression Landmarks (FEL) defined in Chapter 3 were

extracted using intervals of 60 frames for each Expression as shown in (Eq.5.4):

Tra j =
n∑

i=1

CentR1, [E0, E1] (Eq.5.4)

Where in a range between the neutral expression and the base expression [E0, E1], the

coordinates of the FEL are extracted by the region centroid CentR1 , defined in the Chapter 3, and

their displacement. The trajectories can be organized graphically in 3 dimensions or in a simplified

way in a Cartesian plane (Troy et al., 2016) as 2D curves where the time dimension information

will be considered, representing the observed animation key-frame, and spatial, considering

the centroid coordinates at the observed moment. Each centroid data can be compared to local

deformation control points based on the synthesized expression as the data-driven concept where

a point animation occurs based on coordinates extracted from an automatic input commonly used

for facial animation (Li et al., 2016) (Caesar et al., 2016) (Gao et al., 2016).

The 4D region consists of the facial region centroids trajectory based on each of the

base expressions. Thus, the test parameters for the trajectory extraction are built with a 2D curve

representing the normalized centroid displacement in the expression synthesis process. The

centroids displacements of the region define their behavior and influence for each expression.

For a base expression, observing the 4D regions it is possible to point out which regions have the

greatest geometric influence based on the three-dimensional Centroid Euclidean distance.

A controller was created for the vertices of the region CentRn , in a range referring to

the synthesis of the expression [t0, tn] where the displacements are applied in centroid position

and its coordinates stored in a vector. The algorithm was implemented with the expressions

defined by keyframes and the centroids calculated from the vertices of the 3D model constructed

in Chapter 3. For the graphical visualization of the trajectories were used methods from the

OpenCV and Scypy libraries.

For each frame observed, with the coordinates of the Centroids, the three-dimensional

Euclidean distance was calculated based on the spatial displacement. The process was repeated

for each base expression, tabulating 50 Cr and T values for the Centroid of each region (the

number of frames defined for the synthesis, excluding the 10 frames to return to the neutral

position). For regions where symmetry does not occur as in the region of the cheeks, more than

one centroid has been observed, as well as regions with openings in the mesh, such as the eyes

and mouth.

Once the centroids coordinate points have been defined, Dummies controllers have been

created in the virtual environment, which acts as rig structures associated with points in the

geometric mesh. The coordinate values extracted in the reading are absolute, not considering

whether the displacement of the vertex is negative or positive for a 3D axis, but its influence, or

Euclidean distance, throughout the synthesis process. In this case, the Dummies differ from a

traditional rig, for example using Bones controllers, since they do not influence distortions in the

structure, but only make readings of the position of associated points, as the facial landmarks.
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The trajectories were constructed using the NURBS curve technique, a vector-valued

piecewise rational polynomial function. NURBS curve is commonly used to represent an action

as a movement of a mechanical arm or the trace of moving objects (Aleotti et al., 2005) (Feng e

Shen, 2017), and for this work was constructed using the coordinates of the Centroids as control

points observed in a temporal stamp. Feng e Shen (2017) describes a trajectory as a sequence

of tuples T = [t1, ..., tn, where each tuple ti consists of a location ti .p and a time stamp ti .t. In

these time interval the object moves along the line segment between ti .p and ti+1.p from time

ti.t to time ti+1.t. The author also presents a model to represent Time Synchronized Euclidean

Distance of the trajectory control points. Figure 5.3 shows an example of the temporal trajectory

of fifteen points, [p0, ..., p15] and the representation of the positions of intermediate points by

calculating the Euclidean Distance using the time parameter, that measure the errors through

distances between pairs of temporally synchronized positions with a constant speed between p1

and p4.

Figure 5.3: Data Trajectory representation in Temporal Stamp (Feng e Shen, 2017). a) Trajectory data for 15 points.

b) Time Synchronized Euclidean Distance of the trajectory control points.

The curves shown in Figures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 represent the displacement

calculated by the Three-dimensional Euclidean Distance (3DED) of the Centroid coordinates

CE11 observed at 50 ts (t relating to an element of the Keyframes vector for the emotion synthesis).

Each line in images defines the Centroid trajectory by expression, the displacement projection

can be considered the 4D data, once represent a geometric controller in a time slice. The graphs

of representation for the multidimensional Euclidean distance used logarithmic scale in order to

facilitate the visualization, for covering a large amount of values.

For the cheeks region, as well as in the mouth, more than one Centroid was extracted,

since the calculations do not consider symmetry once the bases AKDEF and JAFFE have small

variations in their tabulated values.

Zhai et al. used, in 2011, a Euclidean Distance Matrix Analysis (EDMA) to classify the

shape of a face, based on the defined distances between the points of facial reference. Using

Euclidean Distance Classification, Yashar Taghizadegan, Hassan Ghassemian presents a method

for 3D Face Recognition using PCA applied in a 2D input using depth channel information

(Yashar Taghizadegan, Hassan Ghassemian, 2012). Similarly, using Euclidean distance it is

possible to identify landmarks geometric behavior through the temporal trajectories presented,

pointing out the influence of each Centroid in the synthesis represented by the base expression.

Following, considering another option for trajectory analysis beside the plotted graphs,

the values of the Euclidean Distance Matrix of centroids readings were calculated based on

the displacement of the coordinate values extracted in the previous experiment. In order to

understand the variance of centroids distances, Multidimensional Euclidean Distance was used,

which for the Facial Landmark Centroids corresponds to 7 vectors with 50 dimensions. The
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data variation is calculated by the value of the last data subtracted by the first since the vector is

ordered, and the variation of the complete Matrix calculated by a summation of the absolutes of

the vector index by index for all values using N-Dimensional Euclidean Distance Variance.

Figure 5.4: Centroid trajectories for Joy expression synthesis. It can be seen that the trajectories for the Centroids of

the eye region, shown in gray, had the least significant displacement, with 0.000601 Euclidean Distance variance

along the nose region, with 0.00025 of variance, as shown in Table 5.2. cheeks and forehead regions presented more

expressive variance in their displacement coordinates with 0.01637 and 0.05269 variances respectively.

In the Figures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 it is possible to observe the Centroid

trajectories of the 5 facial regions for the base expressions. Graphically it is possible to observe

which region has more spatial variation considering its geometric coordinates. The 3DED values

of each Centroid reading are assigned to the matrix sequenced by the key-frame of the observed

animation, as in Table 5.1 where EDV values of Centroid 1 of the mouth facial region are

displayed and their overall variance value. Based on Euclidean Distances, Table 5.2 shows the

Variance Analysis Matrix for each Centroid in the time slice of the synthesis of each expression.

Table 5.1: Euclidean Distance Matrix for Region1C1 ∈ [tExpJoy0, tExpJoyn−1] and the variance value. The values

correspond to the three-dimensional Euclidean distance of the Centroid obtained from each frame of the animation

for synthesis of the expression Joy.

EDV: 0.123670

ED Matrix:

0.02655852 0.03373305 0.04816728 0.06987239 0.09875764

0.1346078 0.17706123 0.22559191 0.27949768 0.33789951

0.39975368 0.46387903 0.52899871 0.59379208 0.65695312

0.71724534 0.77354995 0.82490075 0.8705044 0.90974512

0.94217889 0.96751821 0.98561153 0.99642122 1.0

Some values of the EDVA table are reinforced by PCA tests, such as the fact that the

Nose region is more significant in negative expressions (such as Anger and Sadness) with a
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Figure 5.5: Centroid trajectories for Anger expression synthesis. For the Euclidean Distances Variance Analysis

(EDVA), the regions with the greatest influence on the geometric mesh deformations did not present very great

differences, highlighting the eyes, cheeks and mouth regions with 0.00236, 0.001104 and 0.00178 in the EDVA

matrix (Table 5.2).

Figure 5.6: Centroid trajectories for Surprise expression synthesis. Based on the tabulated values in the EDVA

matrix, the regions with the most prominence in the synthesis of this region were the superior ones, forehead, and

eyes with 0.076342 and 0.001821. Whereas surprise may be a positive or negative emotion it makes sense that the

attention in these two facial regions is greater than in the lower regions in the identification of this expression.

variance of 0.00236 and 0.004911 respectively, significant among the matrix average. For the

synthesis of the expression Joy, the nose region has a smaller weight and can be ignored in the
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Figure 5.7: Centroid trajectories for Fear expression synthesis. The expression of Fear is considered more subjective

than the other base expressions Lundqvist (1998), and it may be more difficult to classify locally values for this

expression. Based on the blend-shapes applied in this work experiments, however, it is possible to point out the

forehead, eyes and mouth regions as more expressive in the EDVA matrix, with 0.014019, 0.001821 and 0.010607

variance respectively (Table 5.2).

Figure 5.8: Centroid trajectories for Sadness expression synthesis. According to the values of the Centroid euclidean

distance in the synthesis of this expression, the mouth region has more expressive displacements.

animation simplification process, and the mouth and cheek region can be considered the facial

areas that define this expression with a variance of 0.123670 and 0.163710 respectively.
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Figure 5.9: Centroid trajectories for Disgust expression synthesis. The values presented in the EDVA show that

the mouth and forehead region have a greater geometric variance in the synthesis process with 0.418209 for the

Centroid of the mouth region, one of the largest of the whole matrix, and 0.011317 for the forehead region.

Table 5.2: Centroids trajectory Euclidean Distance Variance Analysis values.

EDVA values

Centroid Region Joy Anger Surprise Fear Sadness Disgust

Mouth 0.1236 0.0011 0.0022 0.0106 0.1972 0.1820

Cheeks 0.1637 0.0017 0.0007 0.0007 0.0011 0.0039

Nose 0.0002 0.0007 0.0007 0.0007 0.0006 0.0007

Forehead 0.0526 0.0012 0.0763 0.0140 0.0041 0.0113

Eyes 0.0006 0.0023 0.0018 0.0018 0.0049 0.0013

The forehead region has greater variance in the positive expressions (Joy and Surprise)

as well as the mouth region, reinforcing the variance obtained with the PCA Algorithm. For

negative expressions, the mouth region has more significant variance values. The expression

Anger, according to the analyzed matrix (Table 5.2) indicates that the regions of the eyes with

0.002369 and cheeks with 0.001781 are those that have greater variance in the displacements

also reinforcing the values tabulated by the PCA test.

The Avatar mouth presented high values of geometric displacement variance in practically

all expressions, highlighting disgust, with 0.1820 of variance and sadness, with 0.1972, which

parallels the result obtained by the PCA algorithm, reinforcing their relationship between these

expressions and facial regions. The cheek region has a greater variance in the Joy expression

synthesis with 0.16371, and its lower values are in the expressions of Surprise and Fear,

expressions that depend more on the Forehead region that presented high values of 0.076342 and

0.014019 respectively.

Factor Analysis results point out that the eyes and nose have fewer deformations in the

geometric mesh, and can be considered, in general, the regions which exclusion or simplification

less impacts the characterization of a synthesized expression. Conversely, the mouth region
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is the most important region, impacting more on the animation of the expressions followed by

forehead and cheeks regions. These statements are reinforced by the analysis of variances in

Euclidean distances matrix, where, again, the values applied to the nose and eyes are among the

least expressive. In the same way, the highest values are in the mouth region, for all expressions

being the most important region to reproduce a human emotion in a 3D avatar.

Table 5.3 presents the normalized variance data for the PCA and EDVA test relating

the centroids of the facial regions and the base expressions. Although extracted values cannot

be compared directly, due to the difference between the algorithms, the data presented for

the influence of facial region on the synthesis of expressions reinforce the main regions that

characterize the negative and positive emotions.

Table 5.3: Centroid displacement variance for Facial Regions in expression synthesis. The shown values were

normalized and separated by the facial region and animated expression. For regions with more than one Centroid,

the mean-variance values were calculated.

Principal Component Analysis normalized variance values.

Joy Anger Surprise Fear Sadness Disgust

Mouth 0.626 0.005 0.011 0.053 1.0 0.923

Cheeks 0.829 0.009 0.003 0.003 0.005 0.020

Nose 0.001 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.002

Forehead 0.267 0.006 0.387 0.071 0.020 0.057

Eye 0.003 0.012 0.009 0.009 0.024 0.007

Euclidean Distance Variance Analysis normalized values.

Mouth 0.791 0.702 0.970 1.000 0.400 1.000

Cheeks 0.800 0.953 0.000 0.673 0.307 0.667

Nose 0.376 0.080 0.000 0.095 0.091 0.000

Forehead 0.118 0.628 0.363 0.250 1.000 0.730

Eye 1.000 0.900 0.460 0.484 0.980 0.050

Through the histograms of the data shown in Figure 5.10, it is possible to perceive the

proximity of the results of the geometric influence extracted from the PCA and EDVA tests. The

spatio-temporal trajectories, however, allow the finer coordinate control of each dimensional axis

by landmark gathered in the region, allowing complex interpolations and specific changes or

simplifications in each synthesis. Those concepts are explored in the next section.

With the generated trajectories and the analysis of 3D avatar facial landmarks behavior,

shown in Chapter 3, section 2, segmented by the regions based on their spatio-temporal coordinates

in the expressions synthesis process, a method for simplification or optimization is shown in the

next session. The coordinates of the centroids can be extracted in an external file by the parser

system, shown in Chapter 4, and then modified to include new parameters or adapt the synthesis

to other signal languages formal models.

Su et al. (2015) define the spatial relationship between trajectories and anchor points,

equivalent to the facial control points, to fit the curves. The anchor points are used in this case

as a mapping between the distance readings in order to interpolate or understand the behavior

of the observed point over time. The authors use Dynamic Time Warp, an algorithm similar to

PCA and FA explored in Chapter 3, over Euclidean Distance, besides other measure algorithms

to plan new trajectories. Jain et al. (2009) use the same type of control point mapping, using

landmark distances to project or to optimize the trajectory, based on the calculated behavior of

the tabulated points.
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Figure 5.10: Histogram for Centroid variance values for PCA and EDVM based on facial regions.

The next section introduces the expression interpolation system using the concepts

defined up to this point. The interpolation process allows to generate new expressions that

use modulated parameters or intensities and can reproduce any necessary emotional variation

controlled by facial regions through the model defined in this work.

5.2.0.0 Expressions Interpolation and Animation Optimization

Aiming to exemplify the simplification process, the 4D data of the 5 facial regions were exported

for the synthesis of the base expressions, where for each region was defined vectors with

coordinates referring to the temporarily observed landmarks. Figure 5.11 shows the process

where, with AKDEF and JAFFE based blend-shapes, the coordinates are exported in the interval

that refers to the time stamp for base emotions, in an external XML format file. Coordinates

were simplified in order to optimize animations by excluding less relevant regions, or by simply

interpolating the values of two or more expression to get a new emotion as shown by Szwoch

(2015) in Chapter 2. The built-in interpolation process was used to generate a data set with

outputs of new animations for the 3D avatar.

The main idea of this process is, with the coordinate export system and the matrix

analysis of geometric displacements, spatio-temporal regions can be manipulated in order to

simplify, and consequently, optimize, the facial animation process, defining which landmarks

should be prioritized for each synthesis. In addition, this system allows you to parameterize the

emotions synthesis in 3D avatars, allowing pointing new parameters and calculate other emotions

or facial expressions animations, controlled by independent regions in a simplified way.

There are many approaches to simplifying or optimizing curves or data spatio-temporal

data where intermediate points are calculated in order to obtain a simplified trajectory that

respects the original format (Gloderer e Hertle, 2010) (T. Jusko, 2016), in the case of the 4D

Centroids, the plotted geometric deformation from their coordinates. Li et al. (2014), from a

weight parameter, simplifies curves by interpolating duplicated or less relevant edges shortening

the number of controller points in the spline. The process was applied to create a data set

with different outputs representing interpolated emotions or simplification of base expressions

parameters, as well as to evaluate the operation of the data exporter system and new facial

parameters application in the 3D Avatar.
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Figure 5.11: Generation of new outputs for the synthesis of expressions in the 3D avatar. New simplified animations,

or expressions calculated by the interpolation of base emotions, can be constructed.

Using the parser system applied to the 3D avatar, average control points were defined

using Newton’s polynomial interpolation, calculating coordinates for midpoints, in key-frames

time-line, by limiting the calculation of the landmarks displacement during the animation.

Interpolation allows constructing a new coordinates data from a discrete dataset of previously

known information, in the case of the 3D avatar, the spatially tracked coordinates. Through

the polynomial interpolation, a function was constructed that finds intermediate values for the

coordinates of the Centroid, calculating a new position for the facial Landmarks.

The Newton Polynomial Interpolation Algorithm was used in the process. Through a

list containing the values of the coordinates separated by sequential readings of the expressions,

the simplification method of the 4D regions was implemented. The readings must contain values

in the three geometric axes for each key-frame, defined by 50 frames for each expression, plus 10

frames to return to the neutral state, exporting a different list for each landmark. The landmarks

are further grouped by facial region, in order to parameterize the simplification process by datasets.

The parser generates an XML file with float value lists, and Newton’s polynomial interpolation

numerical method is applied, looking for intermediate values in the input. The tabulated values

have the dimension of y[Ta,Tb], x = [Cent0(x0, y0, z0, x1, y1, z1, ..., xn, yn, zn), ..,Centn], referring

to the temporal slice defined for the expression in [a, b] interval.
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With a list of intermediate values u, vertexes spatial displacements are simplified

generating a new spatio-temporal trajectory. With the exported coordinates it is possible to

further soften the animations by decreasing the variance in the displacements or reducing the

computational cost by excluding 4D regions with a lower w parameter. The value of w represents

the weight extracted from the EDVA, PCA and FA results, which define the weight relationship

between the expression and the facial region. Once the value of an intermediate point u is

calculated, its coordinates can be inserted in Centroid values list of the blend shape by the

distance between Centroids and the data matrix using the Function that calculates the distance

between Cu and Cj in [C0,Cn−1].

The Terror expression is synthesized by intensifying the Fear expression values, classified

by Lyons et al. (1998) and Lundqvist (1998) facial bases, just as the expression of Ecstasy that is

obtained by intensifying the values of Joy expression. The opposite path can be obtained, for

example, to represent Annoyance in a 3D avatar, just need to soften the expression of Anger

following the (Szwoch, 2015) emotions model. These conditions are possible by interpolating all

facial regions in the synthesis by rendering a more contained expression with smoother geometric

displacements. In the same way, it is possible to interpolate base expressions as in the case of the

Apprehension expression, where the values of the expressions Fear and Surprise are processed.

Joining parameters of Joy and Fear expressions in different intensities we have expressions like

Love or Neutral Submission, varying the values of each base expression and its regions. All

facial variations can be reproduced by the 3D avatar manipulating the landmarks coordinates

values of the 5 regions, based on the behavior of the base expressions.

The Figure 5.12 exemplifies the interpolation process for the avatar where, in the upper

part of the image, the neutral expression is represented in the AKDEF facial base, used to create

the blend shapes, and the avatar with the landmarks in the initial position. Following there are

the outputs for the expression of joy, in the left, and fear, in the right, with all the parameters

with the standard intensity calculated based on the databases AKADEF (Lundqvist, 1998) and

JAFFE (Lyons et al., 1998). The coordinates were exported using the parser system where

Newton’s Polynomial Interpolations was applied for new control points in the facial regions,

varying the intensity between the two base expressions. After this process variations of the

standard synthesized expression are obtained.

Following, at the bottom of Figure 5.12, two 3D avatar syntheses are shown where

the values of the facial regions have been interpolated to represent new expressions. The first

variation presents a neutral synthesis maintaining 30% of the region 4 and 5 intensity of the

Fear expression and 15% of the values intensity of Joy expression for the same regions, where a

submissive neutral expression can be obtained. Then for the expression Love, the inverse was

applied to maintain the intensity of the joy expression greater than the expression fear.

In the same way, local variations of expressions can be obtained by maintaining negative

and positive aspects, intensifying or eliminating sectored values in order to get specific expressions

or emotions. Associating exported landmarks with pre-defined controllers in the 3D engine, the

process can be used for any variation by changing the context of the emotion as needed.

It is possible to apply the facial model for signal language parameterized in a simplified

way in other 3D avatars or systems adapting the facial regions to the Centroids and local landmarks.

The process of parsing and interpolation of expressions works with hierarchical parameters as,

in general, sign language synthesis systems in virtual environments work. In addition, while

evaluations and applications use Brazilian Sign Language as a motivation, emotions and facial

expressions works for a conversation in any sign language and can be used for systems with 3D

Avatars in general.
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Figure 5.12: Example of expression interpolation using original blend shapes from AKDEF (Lundqvist, 1998) and

JAFFE (Lyons et al., 1998) facial datasets. As seen in Chapter 3, the nomenclature used in the AKDEF dataset

follows the interpreter identification (BF20 in this example), the expressions (NE for neutral, HA for joy and AF for

fear) and position (S for frontal, HR for perspective and FR for side). From the expressions Joy and Fear, alternating

the intensity of the spatio-temporal values of the facial regions in the two base expressions, variations can be

achieved as the expression of neutral submission or love, as implied in Ekman’s model (Szwoch, 2015).

With the presented system, a dataset can be generated with variations of facial expressions

applied to the 3D avatar, where it is possible to evaluate alongside users of Brazilian Sign Language

users the quality of the syntheses extracted according to the behavior observed for each facial

region in the synthesis of the expressions and emotions.

The next section evaluates the generated outputs in the experiments applied to BSL

language users, in order to observe the quality of the interpolated expressions and to analyze,
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through these data, the results obtained from the algorithms and methods developed throughout

this work.

5.3 DATASET ANALYSIS AND FACIAL EXPRESSION VALIDATION

This section presents the application of a questionnaire in order to integrate the deaf people

community with the results and the facial model obtained. Based on the 4D trajectories obtained

in the previous experiments, some considerations can be made in order to optimize the synthesis

process. Since the trajectory of each centroid can be exported using the parser system, it is

possible through linear interpolation to define new control points based on the results of the PCA

and FA algorithms application. These new inputs improve the synthesis process by adapting new

parameters or by facial expressions interpolation by changing the behavior of the centroids based

on the 4D region’s influence.

In order to develop the new outputs to be evaluated, some protocols were defined

following the parameters of the facial model MPEG-4 + Facial Regions. Next, the complete

experimental protocol for the facial expressions synthesis output dataset are shown:

• For each new output, the coordinates of the Facial Centroids will be exported in an

external XML file, calculating the interpolation of the average control points in order to

reduce the number of displacements returning simplified spatio-temporal trajectories

for the facial Landmarks.

• New outputs for each base expression for the Neutral expression will be interpolated, as

follow: a) Complete synthesis following the MPEG-4 + FR model, and the blend-shapes

based on the AKDEF (Lundqvist, 1998) and JAFFE (Lyons et al., 1998) facial databases.

b) Simplified synthesis, eliminating the parameters with low influence according to the

w parameter calculated from the geometric displacement tests developed in Chapters 3

and 4. c) Complete synthesis by interpolating/simplifying the weak parameters, in order

to reduce their displacements but not eliminating their participation in the animation of

the new expression. d) Synthesis with interpolated base expressions in order to generate

a new expression, presenting some of the variations of the emotions model (Szwoch,

2015).

• Each new output will be built using the Blender Game Engine (BGE) tools, the Python

programming language with the Opencv, Numpy, and Scypy libraries, all of which

are open source software’s and run on an NVIDIA GeForce GT 630M graphics card

with 8Gb RAM using OpenGL 4.4. The same resources were used in the previous

experiments of this work. It is important to note that although the experiments are

executed in a virtual environment, the 3D avatar was created with a simplified low-poly

mesh, and the computational cost of the whole operation is small, taking less than 1

second to export the coordinates, plotting of trajectories or to go through the vertex

coordinates of the model in real time.

Based on the presented protocol, a dataset was constructed using the spatio-temporal

data export process, classification and interpolation of trajectories, where we have examples,

from the expression Neutral, of simplified or interpolated expressions. These variations are

defined by region, intensifying the expression through the coordinates of each specific region in

order to obtain a new expression. The Figure 5.13 shown interpolated and simplified expressions

output. The constructed dataset have 22 synthesized outputs concerning 06 objects for each base
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emotion ( Joy, Anger, Fear, Surprise, Sadness, Disgust), 08 objects for simplified base emotions

(the previous 6 excluding the less influence regions by the parameter w indicated by the result of

NEDeF, plus Optimistic Neutral and Pessimist Neutral) and 08 objects concerning interpolated

secondary Emotions pointed out by Plutchik’s Wheel of Emotions (Love, Remorse, Disapproval,

Aggressiveness, Apprehension, Annoyance, Terror, Serenity).

Figure 5.13: Dataset examples of interpolation and simplification of base expressions. From the neutral expression

(a), simplified base expressions are presented. In the first case (b), the expression of sadness is generated by excluding

the centroids of the nose and cheek regions, followed by the expression of anger (c), which was simplified by

calculating polynomial interpolation using the half of the values tabulated from the blend shapes. The next images

present interpolations of the base expressions, as neutral / optimistic (d) that is generated applying the displacements

of the expression joy (h) in little intensity, being able to generate expressions like love (g) applying low intensity in

more of an expression, in this case, joy and anger. Applying low intensity in anger and disgusting is obtained the

expression of disapproval (f) or annoyance (e).

Using the created dataset outputs, a form was made available online to evaluate the

system and its synthesis process, where some information of the synthesized expressions can be

observed and compared to the behavior extracted from the centroids spatio-temporal trajectories.

The form does not aim to evaluate the user in any sense, or to involve user person in any way in

the validation process, but to support the mathematical evaluation of the generated expressions in

the 3D avatar rendered with different parameters and interpolations of values in their regions.

The application of the form enables a first contact of the techniques developed for this research

experiments and possible users of applications that incorporate the systems of facial animation

proposed. The complete form can be found in Attachment 1.

The information applied in the form was separated into two sections. The first one

receives, anonymously, how many feedback’s were from fluent speakers or users of Brazilian

Sign Language, useful information for the statistics of the second section, which presented some

outputs with variations on different expressions through the 3D avatar. The application of the

form received 30 feedbacks, with 40% of BSL fluent speakers corresponding to 12 responses,

50% for users knowledgeable of the BSL language but non-fluent speaker and 10% non-BSL

users. Was reported that 46.7% of the respondents already used software with 3D avatars as sign
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language interpreters, 10% already used software that uses 3D avatars but not in the context of

sign languages and 43.3% never used a software with these characteristics.

Following, 86.7% of respondents consider facial expressions a very important feature

in a sign language conversation, 10% consider it important and 3% consider it less important.

These initial information add a greater weight to the observations of the form second section

where the synthesized expressions will be validated since the respondents, for the most part,

belong to users of the BSL language with some familiarity in 3D avatars sign interpreters.

A collection of 21 synthesized expressions outputs were presented by grouping direct

combinations calculated by the parameters of the AKDEF and JAFFE facial bases, interpolations

of different base emotions, altering their intensities beside simplifications of expressions excluding

regions of lower weight, as presented in the previous sections. The second section of the form

aimed the observation of the synthesized expressions where the respondents pointed out which

emotions best represented each synthesis output, in order to validate the computational method

developed and the final rendered emotion.

Was included in the form 14 outputs representing the base expressions of the Ekman

model with 06 images being generated considering the displacement of all facial regions and

08 using the simplification process. The outputs representing the base expressions had only

two errors of the 30 responses, being positively recognized by the users. The simplified base

expressions presented 80% of correct answers, the basic expression Disgust received 4 responses

as "Unidentified" and the expression Fear, with had 2 incorrect answers. We also included 07

outputs representing secondary emotions using the interpolation method. In these images 40% of

the answers did not correctly identify the emotions summing 12 of the 30 responses. The result

in these cases is still positive but contained a greater number of errors because the secondary

emotions did not exist in the chosen bases JAFFE and AKDEF, and were generated only through

polynomial interpolation.

The Table 5.4 presents Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and significance applied

to the data extracted from the feedback obtained in the application of the form. The data below

were organized in order to relate the importance of the parameters used to define the outputs in

the user’s responses. Between the 21 outputs included in the form (presented in Appendix 1), 8

of them presents simplified base expressions ignoring less influential regions based on previous

tests, and 7 outputs present interpolation of two or more base expressions.

Table 5.4: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient applied to analyse parameters in the applied formulas. The

presented values vary between 1 for direct relation between the parameters and -1 for inverse relation. 0 represents

no relation. The parameters presented are: ’Base Exp.’, for base expressions, ’Interpolation’ and ’Simplification’ for

outputs of these categories, ’NDA’ for unidentified expressions, ’Error’ and ’Hit’ for the number of errors and hits by

output image.

Base Exp. Interpolation Simplification N.I. Error Hit

Base Exp. 1.00000 -0.75310 0.19113 -0.33467 -0.09853 0.19263

Interpolation -0.75310 1.00000 -0.30900 -0.09937 0.13459 -0.06527

Simplification 0.19113 -0.30900 1.00000 -0.38683 0.11440 0.04804

N.I. -0.33467 -0.09937 -0.38683 1.00000 0.15996 -0.51107

Error -0.09853 0.13459 0.11440 0.15996 1.00000 -0.90577

Hit 0.19263 -0.06527 0.04804 -0.51107 -0.90577 1.00000

As expected the simplifications are directly related to base expressions, with 0.19113,

with the base expressions being the most related to the correct answers in the identification of the

expressions. This is reflected as being main emotions and due to the parameters well defined

by the facial bases AKDEF and JAFFE, the simplified expressions have a positive correlation
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with the correct answers, appearing with 0.04804 in the Table 5.4. The relationships between

the "Base Exp." and "Simplification" variables are not 1.0 because the correlation coefficient

considers all the base expressions and simplifications not being able to relate one expression

generated with the complete synthesis with a different simplified base expression. The positive

relation, however, confirms the relation between these variables.

The image 16 presented in the form, for example, presents a simplified Surprise emotion

synthesis limiting the intensity of two regions, had 23 hits between the 30 responses, as well as

the image 17 that presents the expression of anger also simplified had 16 hits followed by the

next image of the form with 15 hits for simplified expression of surprise by the exclusion of

less influential parameters. These examples further divide responses from similar interpolation

options (such as anger irritation) and it is therefore correct to say that the identification of these

expressions was positive with a high hit rate. The Table 5.5 presents the cross-tabulation of the

hits in relation to the simplifications. It is expected that, if these secondary emotions were mapped

onto a base of 2D images with facial emotions, tracking the landmarks would result in more

distinct and therefore more recognizable interpolations. At this point, the mean displacements of

the base emotions suggested by Plutchik’s wheel of emotions were considered.

Table 5.5: Cross-Tabulation between the Hit and Simplification parameters in the responses obtained from the

application of the form. From the 30 identifications per image, it is possible to notice that the values for simplified

expressions were high and constant. The simplified base expressions presented 80% of correct answers, validating

the simplification and synthesis process.

Hit 4 5 7 9 11 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 21 22 23 26

Simplification

0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 1 0 2 0 1 1

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

The images with representations of expressions interpolated as distrust or love had

0.13459 of correlation with the incorrect identifications, which is justified because they are

combinations of intensity of base expressions that divided the answers between the correct one for

each case and options of the base expressions that generate that interpolation. Another parameter

that reinforces this deduction is the high relation of unidentified expressions with the errors,

appearing as 0.15996. Responses in interpolated expressions tend to be more fragmented due to

the subtle difference between interpolations and base expressions, which can be minimized when

associated with the context of the message or the gestures associated with that expression when

applied in message transmission.

Most of the incorrect responses do not represent erroneously recognized emotions

but unidentified synthesized emotions. This occurred especially in the secondary emotions

because they closely resemble base expressions. Intensifying the syntheses could make them

more distinct, being a strategy very used in avatars with cartoon visual, and even by human

interpreters. An alternative would be use in the blend shapes mapping, facial database containing

the emotions represented with greater emphasis. The cross tabulation of the responses obtained

for the parameters of "NI" (for unidentified expressions) and the "Error" is presented in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.6: Cross-Tabulation between the Error and NDA parameters in the responses obtained from the application

of the form.

Error 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 12 13 14 15 16 17 20 23

NI

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0

3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0

8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

9 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

In Table 5.7, the answers for interpolated expressions and number of correct answers

are presented, where it can be observed that, even with a negative correlation in the Spearman

coefficient calculated values, we find about 5 interpolation outputs with more than 16 correct

answers of 30 answers each, a very positive number in the recognition of the most complex

expressions. This means that even in cases of greater difficulty in recognizing the generated

emotions the number of hits is still greater than that of errors. At this point it is safe to affirm that

the synthesized expressions and the process of generating emotions in the avatars is functional

and could add information and context to the purely manual messages of current systems of sign

language generation using 3D avatars. The process can be improved in future works integrating

morphological parameters of signal languages, but it is a regional constraint since each sign

language has its own morphological and syntactic rules.

Table 5.7: Cross-Tabulation between the Hit and Interpolation parameters in the responses obtained from the

application of the form.

Hit 4 5 7 9 11 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 21 22 23 26

Interpolation

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

8 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

11 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

14 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

15 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

16 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

The positive correlation between the basic expressions and the simplifications with the

correct ones justify, then, the use of the proposed and implemented system, being a viable model

in the first moment for the parametrized representation of facial expressions in signal language

systems, optimizing the process by the simplification of values of regions with less relevant
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behavior in the synthesis process. For interpolations, it is necessary to define values on the facial

bases for these emotions, as well as to include the manual parameters and message context. In

this way, with more information available, the representation of the signals through 3D avatars

has a quality gain helping the user to define the tone of the information and adding complex

emotions to the signals.

The results are good fitting with the research proposal and he goals aimed once all the

emotions synthesized through the process had a high degree of recognition by the users. The

incorrect feedbacks will still help in the proposal of strategies for future improvements in the

system. At the computational level, the implemented model allows local changes in the parameter

values for the synthesis of each expression, isolating based on the behavior of the centroids

temporarily, less influential regions which offers optimization in the process, also allowing

the increment of new parameters and the generation of expressions of different intensities and

complexities, manipulated by independent parameters. The results of the application of the form

complement the geometric validation with the trajectories presented in the previous sections,

contributing to define the behavior and influence of the facial regions in the synthesis of the

expressions applied to the centroid model adapted from the MPEG-4 FP format.

5.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This chapter presented the parser system for spatial-temporal data extraction of 3D avatar facial

Centroids. Also, experiments were developed defining the behavior of facial regions Landmarks,

which allows optimizing the synthesis process and enables the application of this model for

3D avatars facial expressions interpolation for use in signal language synthesis systems. A

dataset with outputs for base emotions was constructed, presenting objects generated with the

proposed simplification method through the experiments of geometric influence by displacement

of landmarks (NEDeF), and a model for polynomial interpolation of emotions in order to generate

secondary expressions. A validation process of the constructed system was also presented, with

BSL deaf community users, which validated the model by analyzing the outputs constructed for

the dataset. All experiments used a 3D avatar mapped with the facial model presented in the

Chapter 3, which validates the use of the whole process in a practical environment as a BSL

landmarks facial model.
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6 GENERAL DISCUSSION

This chapter presents a discussion about the main contributions and results obtained in

this research.

6.1 3D AVATAR FACIAL DATA MODEL AND EXPORT SYSTEM.

Initially, in order to obtain the facial parameters definition, a model was developed in the Chapter

3 for use in 3D avatars interpretive of signal languages. The geometric facial points of interest,

or landmarks, used MPEG4-FP model as the basis. A model that separates facial points into

5 major regions was proposed (Forehead, Mouth, Nose, Eyes and Cheeks), and blend shapes

were then applied for each expression using the AKDEF and JAFFE facial image bases. Each

landmark of facial control was defined using the Neutral Expression Deviation Factor (NEDeF)

model proposed for this work, which allowed, using the 6 base expressions (Joy, Anger, Surprise,

Sadness, Fear and Disgust), to apply the Principal Components, Factor Analysis and Explained

Variance Ratio (EVR) in order to verify the relation of the facial regions and the basic expressions.

Interesting results were extracted from these experiments that define the importance

of each region for each base expression, being, in normalized values, 0.79 for Forehead, 0.0

for for Eyes, 0.85 for Cheeks, 1.0 for Mouth and 0.13 for Nose region, which can be compared,

for example, with the influence of a region for all the base expressions as in the case of the

Mouth region, the most influential that appears using the NEDeF model with variations normally

between 0.7 and 1.0 (high values in comparison with the other regions).

These first experiments were fundamental to the solution of the main weakness found in

the bibliographic review presented in Chapter 2, which is the lack of a formal computational

model for facial points for use in Signal Languages. With the NEDeF model, facial points of

interest can be analyzed and parameterized, as well as described through computer models such

as CORE-SL, facilitating the integration with parameters already mapped in sign languages such

as BSL.

Aiming this integration it was proposed the use of a hierarchical data exportation method

for the facial points compatible with the descriptive model used to define BSL manual parameters,

based on the XML format, exporting the Centroid coordinates calculated by the NEDeF model,

as well the parameters regarding the expression, with regions and facial information.

6.2 SPATIO-TEMPORAL CENTROID BEHAVIOR.

With the defined facial model, methods were developed to analyze the facial landmarks during

the synthesis process, with the objective of evaluating the outputs of expressions based on

the NEDeF model and proposing a method of expressions interpolation for the generation of

other facial expressions besides the 6 base expressions. For this purpose, spatio-temporal data

concepts were applied in conjunction with the NEDeF model using Euclidean Distance Variance

Analysis (EDVA) in order to compare the influence of each region with the results obtained in

Chapter 3 using the data correlation algorithms. The displacement of a Centroid can be observed

by constructing a trajectory by reading its coordinates along the animation referring to facial

expression. These spatio-temporal trajectories help in visualizing the influence of a facial region

for a base expression, allowing to understand which regions are more relevant in the interpolation

of more complex expressions.
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Following, simplification techniques were applied in less affected facial regions, using

polynomial interpolation in control points associated with 3D mesh and animation rigged

structure. In this way, a data set was constructed in order to generate different outputs with

interpolated expressions based on the variations presented in the Plutchwick emotions wheel.

An online form was made available with the intention of reinforcing the obtained results from

the implemented methods, where the variations of interpolated emotions and the fidelity of the

simplified expressions were verified in a first moment.

40.6% of the validation responses were fluent in BSL, with 48% being knowledgeable

non-fluent in the language. Approximately half of the users had already used some Sign Language

software with a virtual interpreter, and 84.4% of users responded by considering very important

facial expressions in a sign language conversation. The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient

algorithm was applied to the answers in order to identify the relation of the errors and hits with the

presented outputs. The basic expressions, even when simplified, had a high hit rate, motivating

the inclusion of expressions in avatars interpreters of sign languages. The interpolations, since

they were not mapped on the AKDEF and JAFFE bases and were, therefore, built based only

on Plutchik’s Wheel of Emotions, had a higher error rate, which suggests that targeted studies

can be done to map the interpolations of emotions using the region facial model and the NEDeF

model calculations.

The NEDeF model behaved satisfactorily for a definition of facial parameters for sign

languages, being able to be incorporated into models such as CORE-SL and improved in future

works, defining more precise displacements for interpolation of expressions, and joining the

expression to a sequence of signals, applying context to the message interpreted by the 3D avatar.

The next Chapter presents the Conclusion and suggestions for future work.
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7 CONCLUSION

In order to represent a sign language computationally, parameters that follow a formal

descriptive model and that can be applied to a virtual interpreter since sign languages are required.

Although there are effective models in the literature that define the parameters necessary to

represent manual signals, facial expressions are still an unexplored field for Brazilian sign

language, BSL, although extremely important for the context of the transmitted message. This is

the major problem addressed by this research, which proposed to identify and apply a model to

define facial parameters computationally and compatible with the formats used to represent hand

and arm signals.

As the main contributions of this research can be pointed out the definition of a

computational data model specific to facial points, using MPEG4-FP model alongside a proposal

of facial regions. This model was used in order to define the behavior of the facial expressions

using a novel geometric landmark model called Neutral Expression Deviation Factor (NEDeF)

extended for generation of spatio-temporal trajectories.

The behavior of the expressions with geometrically independent regions, allowed the

mesh analysis of 3D avatar interpreter and the identification, through the application of data

correlation analysis algorithms, such as Principal Components Analysis, Factor Analysis and

Euclidean Distance Variance Analysis, defining not only the relation of the expressions with the

facial points as enabling interpolation strategies and simplification of facial expressions for 3D

avatars. This is important since less complex synthesis processes are more interesting to justify

the integration of facial expressions into sign language representation software.

A dataset with simplified base expressions and expression interpolations was created

and validated with BSL users where it was possible to point out the validity of the models and

methods developed for this work, besides pointing out parameters to be worked on in future

researches.

During the experiments, some problems or limitations could be identified. The facial

parameter data export system proposed in this research is based on the CORE-SL model, that

does not have integrated facial parameters, relying on future work for its implementation and

integration in the format used to represent manual signals. Also, the experiments were done

using a 3D avatar constructed for this research, being necessary the application of tests using

other geometric meshes in order to compare the influences and behaviors of the facial regions

and expressions.

The major limitation, however, is regarding interpolated expressions. In the validation

stage it was possible to notice that for a more precise synthesis the ideal scenario is that there is a

base that contemplates interpolation so that the blend shapes will be more distinct and generate

more identifiable outputs. Another area to be considered in the next works is the inclusion of BSL

morphological elements (Felipe, 2007), increasing the already mapped emotions with linguistic

models defined specifically for the generation of signals through facial shapes, which include

new areas such as the tongue (Felipe, 1997), (Iatskiu et al., 2017), (Felipe, 2006).

The focus of this research was on the synthesis of emotions by adding facial parameters

to 3D avatar but can be extended to facial signals, since in BSL, as well as many other sign

languages, it is possible to represent signals by specific facial expressions. Still, future work can

map the iris movement in the eye, which can define information in specific signs, or the of the

message.
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It is understood that, through the parametrized facial model and the synthesis system,

more specific processes can be implemented and optimized and fluid animations can be obtained

in future works adapting the parameters and the geometric models. Furthermore, it is expected

that representations of more complex expressions can be added to systems that use virtual sign

language interpreters, using concepts and techniques presented in this work.

With the facial model defined in this work and the methods for facial landmarks

behavioral classification for expression synthesis, it is possible to automate facial animations in

new models of 3D avatars sign language interpreters. Also, the spatio-temporal data model can

be applied to gestural parameters, aiding in the behavioral analysis of other Signal Languages

parameters.

In this work, it was demonstrated that through a parametrized facial computational

model it is possible to improve the transmission of messages in sign languages using 3D avatars

with few impacts in the computational cost to generate animations of base expressions. It is

expected that in future works, these methods will help the 3D avatars interpreters of BSL to

present a more complete representation of the signals messages transmission.

The results obtained until the end of this research are an initial impulse that could be

the starting point in the integration of facial expressions for sign language formal representation

through 3D avatars, with a controlled representation of expressions through well-defined

parameters. It is important to emphasize that the studies in Sign Languages must be constant

since the language, as well as the technological resources, evolve dynamically. Therefore, it is

expected that more research into BSL synthesis using virtual environments can be boosted in the

coming years.
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APPENDIX A – DATA-SET OUTPUTS FORM
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Figure A.1: Page 1 of the online form. Here basic information was required as the user’s familiarity with the BSL

language, as well as legal information about the research.
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Figure A.2: Page 2 of the online form. Here we present exits of base expressions, interpolations and simplifications

obtained from the constructed dataset.


